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ISC: International Festival will occur 
By Fernando FeUu-Moggi 
Staff Writer 
The resignation of several 
sta{f members of the In-
ternational Student Council at 
thz er.d of the fall semester will 
not affect the Internatianal 
Festival scheduled for 
February, M. Ali Firouzi. 
president of thP International 
Student Council, said. 
Several staff members 
resigned .lfter a November 
meeting of the council, when 
Finuz: vetoed a Motion 
Search on 
for vacant 
VP post 
By Jeanne Bickler 
Staff Writer 
The search is on far a new 
associate vice president for 
academic affairs, Benjamin A. 
Shepherd, vice president for 
academic affairs and 
research-planning, announced 
Wednesday. 
The position was held by 
Shepherd prior to Julv 1, 1987, 
when he took over as acting 
vice president. He officiaily 
was named the vice president 
May 15, 1988. 
The vacant position has been 
filled by Mary Lou Higgerson, 
as acting associate vice 
president. 
The associate vice president 
works with the vice president 
in creating and implementing 
academic planning methods 
and reviewing collegiate and 
d~partmental programs, along 
with undergraduate programs 
and curriculunl, Shepherd 
s<:id. 
The associate vice president 
administers programs of 
academic support areas, in-
cluding the Army Military 
Science (Army ROTC), 
Aerospace Studies (Air Force 
ROTC). the Clinical Center 
and Undergraduate Academic 
Serv;~es 
:"H)epherd issued a cam-
puswide memo to start the 
search. ": ... ndida tes nomina ted 
for the position rr.ust currently 
be tenured associate or full 
professors within the 
University. Experience with 
academic administration is 
desirable. '1e said. 
The nominee !>hould be 
~~~har~t~~~s in~~lv:~~~~l~ 
See SEARCH, Page 5 
This Morning 
Gunman's record 
reads normal 
- Page 113 
Salukis fdce 
Bradley Braves 
- Sports 28 
Sunny, 60s. 
allowing Teck Hong "Robin" 
Tan tv continue as one of the 
vice presider;ts of the 
organizaLon. 
Tan's grade point average 
had fallen below the required 
2.0 lieeded to serve in the 
eXECutive committee of I~C, 
but the council had voted to 
retain him as vice presidellt. 
Firouzi's veto was seer by 
some ISC staff memb~rs as an 
abuse of power, and they 
circulated a letter condemning 
the president's attitude. The 
letter was signed by 26 staff 
members. 
Firouzi said the letter didn't 
represent the international 
community because it was 
signed by only 26 people. 
Those who had signed the 
letter stopped ~rticipating in 
ISC acti, ities. 
The presidents oi the various 
international Student 
Associations met with Firouzi 
Tuesday to present their ideas 
about L'le festival to the 
council. ISC showed a video of 
last yec.r's festival, presented 
the schedule for this year's and 
offered economic support for 
various activities. 
Firouzi said he had begau 
organizing the festival before 
Christmas break by maihng 
brochures to the various In-
ternational Student 
Associations. 
He said the organization of 
the festival had not been in-
fluenced by the absence of any 
staff mer:lbers because the 
staff consist! of all students 
;:,~ll:::: f!:J:~f. and give ideas 
"Anyone can become a 
member of the staff, all they 
have to do is sign up, "he said. 
"It is very hard to make all 
the people work together, but if just because there's a 
disagreemeni. people start 
walking out on us instf'.aa of 
tryi;;,g to solve the proble.n as 
a team, we won't get very 
far," Firouzisaid. 
Maria Freitas, President of 
the European Student 
Association, said ISC had done 
a good job organizing the 
See FESTIVAL, Page 5 
[cutting judged legal in bat's habitat 
Area reSidents, 
environmentalists 
wary of change 
By Doug Toole 
StaffNrit~r 
A r:iearcutting operation in 
ll)e Shawnee National Forest 
was judged n:Jt to be illegal 
by officials at a meeting 
Wednesday morning, 
although the operation may 
have destroyed the habitat of 
the endangered Indiana bat. 
Local citizens have filed a 
complaint against the federal 
government for violating its 
own standards in respect to 
the 1987 tree cutting in the 
Bear Creek area. After 
meeting with concerned 
citizens Wednesda~' morning, 
officials from Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the 
Forest Service said they were 
not at fault. 
Bruce Stebbings, of the 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 
said he is in favor of the 
service's standards and 
g·Jidelines. "Guid~lil1es are 
something the service can 
use at its discretion," he said. 
The controversy began in 
1983 when the U.S. Depart-
ment of Conservation's 
Forest Service announced 
plans to cut down some of the 
trees in the national forest a 
few miles from Pomona. 
Nearby residents were aware 
that the Indiana bat lived in 
the area. 
Research done by Dr. J.O. 
Whitaker, professor of 
biology at Indiana State 
University, said the one and 
one half ineh-long bats 
sometimes roost in Shagbark 
!iickory trees. 
Dr. Whitaker said, "If Shag 
and Shalebark trees were not 
Sill" p.- by Alan"--
Larry Burkhart of the U.S. Forestry Depart- Glouen, a naturalist, at a site In the 
ment discusses clear<uHing with Joe Shawnee National Forest Wednesday. 
cut down during the bats' to April 1 througb Sept. 15. 
maternity season, May 1 But in July, October and 
through Aug. 31, and if a 100- November of 1987, the Mud 
foot wide foraging area was Run and part of the Bear 
left on either side of nearby Creek area was clearcut, 
creeks, the biological extending in some places all 
assessment will not affect the the way to the creek, and 
Indiana bat." including some Shagbark 
David Nadolski and Joe trees. 
C IOf JLr., fes.;!ents of the area, Larry Burkhart, of the 
sen. this information to the Forest Service, described the 
Forest Service in 1985. The contract's guidelines as a 
Service's 1986 contract for goal, and "a goal is 
cutting down trees in the Mud something you try to 
Run and Bear Creek area achieve. " 
included the guidelines Stebbings admits that this 
outlined by Dr. Whitaker, and is a borderline case, but feels 
extended the "no-cut" period that nothing has been done 
Graphic by Mike Dailey 
that wou1<1 jeopardize the 
continued existence .• f the 
Indiana bat. 
Thompson puts off tax increase push 
By =>aniel Wal'enberg 
St'l.ffWritH 
Gov. James R. Thompson's 
announcement that he would 
not push for a tax increase will 
not be official until March 1, 
when his budget ib announced, 
James Bray. a spokesman for 
the governor, said. 
"The governor is still 
strongly :n favor of a modest 
income tax increase," Bray 
said. But unless Democratic 
House Speaker Michael 
Madigan, wao strongly op-
poses an increase, and other 
Democrates change their 
minds, the governor will not 
pursue the increase, he said. 
"We'll do the best we can 
with v,nat we have," Bray 
said. "The state will live 
within its means." 
Thompson has been un-
successful in raising taxes in 
each of the last two legislative 
sessions. 
"The governor has not 
provided an affidavit stating 
he will not pursue a tax in-
crease, a lot will depend on the 
budget proposal and the 
projection of state revenues," 
Steve Brown, a spokesman for 
Madigan, said. 
Brown said the majority of 
people in Illinois as well as 
Illinois legislators seem to feel 
there is no need for increases 
in taxes. This is dearly in-
dicated by last year's elec-
tions. 
Madigan and opponents of 
the increase will have to wait 
See TAX, Page 5 
&~ Gus Boclc ": '~.~.11 -~"> I \;/:---
Gus says officially a tax in· 
crease is not official. 
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I Coupon 1 
J I 1 
I ~ Double Decker 1 ~1-3 HOUR FILM I>ROCESSING 
.WE MAKe PRINTS FROM 
PRINTS & POLAROID 
1 $2 00 1 .0' IE DAY BLACK & WHITE FILM PROCESSING .PLENTY OF PARKING f Double Decker Pizza off 1 
ILlf a~ge 1 EGYPTIAN PHOTO 
1 Good thru Jan.26 1 
1913 Chestnut Edl H1 or Carr, Out 684-55981 
!Murphysboro,IL (Behind the Courthouse),' 
----------------------------
Thursday Special 
Try our new dishes 
1. Olympic Chicken $4.95 
Dinner salad & baked potato 
2. Kai Platter (for two) $5.95 
3. Wooton Soup, Eggroll, fried Won Ton & 
!-.loo Goo Gai Pan or Sweet & Sour Pork or 
Pepper Beef or Beef w/ Broccoli & fried rice$4. 9 
:s: == 
8-5:30 
M-F 
8-10:30 
Sat 
CDLLEliE BOWL 
WANTS TO PICK 
YOUR BRAIN. 
College Bowl The Varsity Sport Of The Mind 
January 30 and February 2 
*Four Members To A Team 
'Maximum Of Two Graduate 
Stlldents Per Team 
*$10.00 Registration Fee 
Sp~msored B SPC Center Programmin 
I'a!!t' c. f)ail~' E!!ypllan. January 19. 1989 
'Sign Up By January 27, 
1989,4:00p.m. In The 
Student Programming Council Office 
3rd Floor Student Center 
Call536·3393 For More Information 
5::-;-; ~1'-
:j~I>.-'~1. 
/ 
: Newswrap 
world /nation 
Police do not intervene 
: as protestors rally again 
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (UP!) - Thousands of protestors, 
many chanting "We want to live as humans," rallied in Wen· 
ceslas Square for the fourth straight day W,-dnesday but for the 
first time police did not intervene, witnesses said. The witnesses 
said as many as 3,000 people, mostly Y(luths, had converged on 
the square by nightfall and began chanting slogans, including, 
"We are not those elements" - an allusion to articles in Com· 
munist Party newspapers that branded protesters as anti-state 
elements. 
Israeli settlers gather to chart Jewish state 
JERUSALEM (uPI) - Scores of right-wing Israeli settlers 
gathered Wedr.esda)' to prepare the framework for a Jewish 
slale in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, a move they 
hope will pressure the Israeh government to annex the 
territories. While the move to form a second Jewish state ap-
peared to have little support among settlers, :t came at a time 
when settlers are increasingly worried that Israel \I'ill t.p 
pressured to trade land for peace to end the Middle East c.mflict. 
, Mexican oil union boss faces murder charge 
MEXICO CITY (uPI) - A federal judge ordered the boss of 
Mexico's scandal-ridden oil union to face murder and weapons 
charges and denied baH, effectively removing him from the 
political scene 'Iuring a trial that could last years. The govern-
ment cracked d<Jwn without warning last week against 46 leaders 
and gunmen of the Revolutionary Union of Mexican Oil Workers, 
a:-resting its behind-the-scenes leader, Joaquin Hernandez 
Galicia, known as La Quina, and its secretary-general, Salvador 
Barragan Camacho, 
Jaruzelski offers resignation during meeting 
WARSAW, Poland (UPll - PolISh leader Gen. Wojciech 
Jaruzelski offered his own resignation and those of three top 
government ministers durin~ a stormy Communist Party 
meeting in which members passed a resolution on re-Iegalizing 
Solidarity trade union, the official news agency PAP said 
Wednesday. The nearly 200-member Central Committee rejected 
Jaruzelski's offer and instead gave him a nearly unanimous 
endorsement, with only four absteiltions, PAP said. 
Trade deficit widens to largest gap in months 
WASHINGTON <UPIl - The U.S. merchandise trade deficit 
widened to $12.5 billion in November, the largest gap since June, 
as exports dropped and Americans kept buying foreign goods, 
the Commerce Department said Wednesday. The deficit was 
much larger than the $11.3 billion most analysts had expected 
and hits a level that may alarm world financial markets hoping 
for gradualimprovement in the huge U.S. deficit. 
Baker sees Soviet human rights improvements 
WASHINGTON <UPI> - Secretary of State-designate James 
Baker told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Wednesday 
he is impressed with changes in Mikhail Gorbachev's Soviet 
Union but said further progress in human rights is needed. 
During his second de.y of friendly hearings before the committee, 
wiJich will vote Thursday on his nomination, Baker said the 
Soviets know they must improve their human rights record as a 
condition of U.S. participation in the 1991 meeting sponsored by 
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. 
Eastern jet encounters cabin pressure loss 
ATLANTA (UPIl - A loss of cabin pressure forced an Eastern 
Airlines DC-9 loaded with 63 passengers and five crew members 
to descend 26,(j(l() feet over northeast Georgia Wednesday. The 
plane, en route to Atlanta frJm Cleveland. landed safely at 
Hartsfield International Airport at 8:53 a.m., nearly two hours 
after takeoff. None of the 68 people aboard was injured, an 
Eastern spokeswoman said. 
Governor rejects delay in Bundy execution 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. <UPIl - Gov. Bob Martinez refused 
Wednesday to delay serial killer Theodore Bundy's Jan. 24 
execution date so he could talk to police in other states about 
unsolved murders and other cases in which he is the prime 
suspect. 
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City Fair Days' future 
in committee's hands 
By Wayne Wallace 
Entertainment Editor 
The Halloween Core Committei': will 
annou' e Feb. 28 whether City Fair 
Days snould be con~inued for 1989's 
October celebra tiOli. 
The City Council and the Citizens' 
Advisory Board are buth waiting for 
the Core Committee's recom-
mendation. 
President John C. Guyon's recent 
denouncement of Halloween activities 
has rekindled doubts as to whether the 
annual event should receive city 
sponsorship, and the Core Committee 
will be holding weekly sessions to beat 
the February deadline. The committee 
tenatively decided upon the deadline at 
its meeting Wednesday. 
"We need to get our recommendation 
in to the relevent parties. If we're going 
to shut down, we Should make our 
decision early," Carbondale police 
chief Ed Hogan stated, after proposing 
the target date and weekly meetings. 
The committee also approved 
Hogan's suggesticn that ensuing 
meetings !>hould focus on only the 
future of Carbondale Halloween. 
Discussions of Halloween 1988 and the 
expansion of the committee will be 
disallowed until a decision is reached to 
continue City Fair Days. 
The purpose of the next committee 
meetings will be to pool ideas on 
Halloween 1989 and to structure 
agendas for examining all aspects of 
City Fair Days: safety, finance, en-
tertamment, etc. 
Interim city mi.;.llager Jeff Dollerty 
issued the Clty·S annual Halloween 
report, which stated that Carbonoale 
paid $17,892 (nelcostl to stage the 1~88 
Fair Days. Hallo,,:een 1987 C0St $19,022, 
6 percent n:ore. 
Chief Hogan's arrest report tallied 
the number of criminal offenses 
committed last Halloween weekend at 
193, including DUI's, aggl'avated 
battery and underage drinking. 
Hogan's report also reflected, "1988 
Halloween weekend proved to be more 
dangerous than in past years." 
James Prowell, the committee's 
Chamber of Comn.erce de;"~ate, 
estimated the city's total income from 
holiday-weekend partiers to be near 
$4.5 million. 
Prowell also estimated that ap-
proximately 10,000 out-of-towners 
spent $1.5 million in Carbondale in 
under three days. His report totaHed 
Halloween 1988 attendance at 30,000, 
down 13,000 from 1987's total of 43,000. 
"We've done a poor job with safety, 
sanitation and special events. We've 
failed and must face up to that," 
Prowell stated of the committee, noting 
that the committee has failed to live up 
to its promise six years ago of in-
volving Carbondale's citizens in con-
trolling Halloween activities. 
Prowell stressed the need to garner 
funds and support from area 
businesses other than just the ones on 
the strip. 
Wi"., ~ 
, t=~ 
Love 60 
Staff Photo oy Steve Merritt 
John PawlikCiwsky, graduate student in electrical engineering, takes 
advantage of Wednesday's 60 degree weather by taking in a game of 
tennis at the courts west of Lesar Law Library, 
Reported burglaries over break increased by 2~ 
By Richard Nunez 
Staff Writer 
While many students went 
home during the semester 
break to participate in the 
holiday spirit of giving and 
<IV 
STILES 
receiving. some students 
returned to Carbondale to find 
they had been taken. 
Neal Jacobson, public in-
formation officer for the 
Carbondale police, said the 
number of reported burglaries 
during the semester break 
increased by two compared to 
last year's figures. 
Since Dec. 1, 59 burglaries 
have been reported, Jacobson 
said. During the period of Dec. 
1, 1987 to Jan. 25, 1988, 57 
burglaries were report"<i. 
David Lapaso, junior in 
p!'.ychology, said burglars 
broke into his home at 803. W. 
Sch· lartz sometime over the 
holidays and stole a Zenith 
color te:<!vision, a jacket and 
change. Police estimated the 
value of the stolen items at 
$439. 
Back-to-School Sale 
Many Art Supplies 
Reduced 
15% - 50% 
Art and Drafting 
Class Lists 
Reduced 
20% - 30% 
Tables as low as 74.95· Self Serve Copies 
All Art Brushes on Sale 25% OFF 
Let Us be Your Art Supply Headquarters 
Courteous, Helpful Staff to Assist & Select the Product Best for You 
10 Percent Everyday Discount to Students-
Get Your Discount Card Today 
Stiles Office and Art S 701 E. Main St. 5,29-3631 
.\,0 
DaiJy.&mnrn 
Opinion & Commentary 
Slud.nl Edll~n-Chl_, _,. La_d; E_I PIe- Edl ..... , SUlin Curtll; " .. oelil. 
Edllortal PIP Edllor. RlchlR! Oold.leln; ActInlllll.Rllllng Edllor, Wlnda HarTl •• 
BAS not compatible 
with GE curriculum 
A CONSULTANT'S report on the Black American 
Studies program that was filed in August has finally been 
released :,y Seymour Bryson, assistant to the president for 
affirma tive action. . 
The report makes common sense recommendations that 
the University should follow if it wishes to pay more than just lip service to the study of black~ history and culture. 
Some recommendations include shifting the program to 
the College of Liberal Arts, and most importantly, putting 
the program on a more scholarly footing by hiring faculty 
that will measure up to the standards of a major research 
University. 
But the most significant aspect of the report is the part 
that was left out - whether a BAS course should be 
reinstated in the general education curriculum. 
The Black American Student Associajon and Luke 
Tripp, a BAS faculty member who was demed tenure, have 
demanded that these courses be reinstated. Tripp was 
quoted last s;>ring saying, "A lily-white group of faculty 
members were appointed to prune down the number of 
general education courses." Whether it was lily-wh;te or 
jet black, the committee's decision was the right one 
Tripp's' attack suggests that only blacks are qualified to 
decide whether the University would be served by BAS 
courses in the GE curriculum. It is an attitude as latent 
with racism as that which he is supposedly fighting. 
THE CONTENTION of Tripp and proponents of ethnic 
studies generally is that courses taught in Western 
civilization and American history ignore the contributions 
made by blacks and other ethnic groups, often treating 
them simply as victims of Western Europeans. This is 
orobably an accurate assessment. With a few notable 
exceptions American History texts sherllittle light on the 
role played by American ethnic groups that were alienated 
from the political and social mainstream - i.e., white 
society. 
The stereotypical Chinese drove spikes on the railroad 
and the stereotypical black was subject to slavery, then 
oppressive discrimination. These are the oversimplified 
images we are fed by our history texts, but these over-
simplifications will not be righted by offering BAS courses 
as general education. 
AS BE~JAMIN Shepherd, vice president for academic 
affairs, said, the answer is to strengthen the core history 
and culture courses so that they include a more realistic 
examination of ethnic contributions. 
Inserting a class like the history of African civilization 
would be fine if our University were in Africa. But the fact 
IS that students living in the United States, whose only 
formal history course may be what they take when 
fulfilling their GE requirement; will be better served by 
Western and American history than by such specialized 
courses. 
IF THE COMMITTEE that reviewed the GE 
requirements made a mistake, it was in eliminating the 
aAS courses and leaving a specialized course such as East 
Asian Civilization. 
Though the administration should not reinstate a BAS 
course in the GE curriculum this is no leave for it to 
shortchange the program. Consultant Jan R.. Carew, a 
Northwestern Umversity educator, did not mention in-
cluding BAS courses in the GE curriculum, but he did say 
that the program needs professors, not such a harsh 
recommenda~ion for an academic program. 
ON THIS POINT, administrators have done what ad-
ministrators do best - nothing. After assigning the 
problem of the future of BAS to a task forf!e in April, 
Bryson promised to bring faculty to the program in fall 
1988, then in spring 1989, yet what remains 18 Luke Tripp, a 
single outgoing faculty member. 
Though adjunct professors from other departments also 
teach BAS courses. the administration must provide full-
time faculty if the program is to .:Ie a viable ctJrr!,culum, 
providing q:lality instruction at a level appropnate for 
specialized courses. 
------------------------Quotable Quotes 
"I was very intimidated, and I'm not a guy who is easily in· 
timidated. It ",as very scary. 1 think I'll wear my uniform next 
lime I go 1riving." - Cincinnati Bengal Stanley Wilson after hi~ 
rental car was pelted with rocks by a crowd on a Miami ex-
pre~sv. ay. 
I".: _, 1 )l,"i.' r:/!, pi",,, .. 1;L]Uid·' lY IY8\1 
Viewpoint 
Reagan goes with good image; 
Bush has a hard act to follow 
By Thomas Sowell 
Scripps Howard News Service 
One of the many blesings 
that we foolishly take for 
granted in this country is the 
peaceful transfer of power, 
such as we will witness on 
Friday. 
In the days of the Roman 
Empire, it was not uncommon 
for thousands of men to lose 
their lives in the struggle to 
determine who the next em-
peror would be. Even today, in 
many parts of the world, if you 
want to replace the leader of 
the country, you had better 
show up with lots of troops -
One thing that Bush 
and Reagan have in 
common is that both 
havf:: bepn sold short 
by tre; media and by 
intc;lIectuals. 
and probably tanks and air 
cover as well. 
Yet we confidently expect 
that Ronald Reagan wiu 
quietly turn the White House 
over to George Bush, sunply 
because that is what the people 
indicated they wanted last 
November. What does this 
changingof the guard mean? 
Will President Bush represent 
a contmuation fo the Reagan 
Revolution, or will it '>e more 
like the second coming of the 
Ford administration, as some 
of hi!'> Cabinet nominations 
might suggest? 
ONE THING THAT Bush 
and Reagan c1ear~y have in 
common is that both have been 
sold short by the media and by 
intellectuals. It was only six 
months ago that Bush was 
written off as having no chance 
to be elected - written off by 
some consp"vatives, as well as 
by the liberals. 
Reagan arrived in 
W as!,\ingto:1 eight years ago 
with the local sophisticates 
seeing him as a bumpkin out of 
the West who wouid be taught 
a lesson in politics by the pros 
in Congress and the 
burea ucracies. Yet the 
Reagan RevoJu~i()n in tax 
policies, foreign p'>licy, 
deregulation and military 
defense were all accomplished 
with only a slim Republican 
majority in the Senate and 
against overwhelming 
Democratic majorities in the 
House of Representatives. All 
the while, the deep thinkers 
kept sneering at the 
president's intelligence as he 
repeatedly beat the old 
Washington hands at their own 
game and emerged from bitter 
controversies still popular 
with the American people. 
IMAGINE WHAT he could 
have done if he were smart! 
As it was, Reagan's 
economic policies turned the 
American economy around so 
dramatically that parts of the 
free market philosophy were 
adopted by left-wing govern-
ments in Australia and New 
Zealand - and even by some 
socialist and Communist 
governments in Europe and 
Asia. During the difficult 
adjustment periods, early in 
tbe first Reagan ad-
ministration, the media 
blamed aU sorts of hardships 
on "Reaganomics." But they 
stopped calling it 
Reaganomics when the policy 
paid off and led to the longest 
economic expansion on record. 
Perhaps the most enduring 
legacy of the Reagan ad-
ministration will be its 
Supreme Court appointments. 
Previous conservative ad-
minis~ations - Eisenhower, 
Nixon and Ford - made in-
credibly slipshod ap-
pointments of men who later 
radicalized the very meaning 
of law itself: Warren, Bren-
nan, Blackmun and Stevens. 
The Reagan appointees, 
especially Justice Antonin 
S.calia, provide the first real 
hope that the rule of law can be 
restored as something that 
even judges must respect. 
DESPITE SETBACKS when 
his nominations of Bork and 
Ginzburg both failed to get 
througil, the successful 
nomina~ion of Anthony Ken-
nedy - and Justice Kennedy's 
votes on the high court - m'ike 
it clear that while Reagan lost 
,lie oallleb, he won th war. 
:..Iothing will tell us more about 
the character of the Bush 
administration than the kind of 
people President Bush 
nominates to repl'lce the 
ancien~ justices who have held 
on aL these years to prevelll 
Reagan from naming their 
successors. 
It is considered impolite to 
offer peop!e advice that they 
have not asked for. However, 
the one exception we make is 
advice to the lea del'S of a 
democratic country. Here is 
some advice to the new 
president of the United States. 
IF BUSH WANTS to make a 
lasting contribution to the 
dignity and effectiveness of the 
office of president of the 
United States, he can do so by 
Reagan's economic 
policies turned the 
American econom y 
around so dramatically 
that left-wing and 
Communist govern-
ments emulated them. 
consistently refusing to reply 
to questions shouted at him by 
reporters wherever he goes. 
Whether he smiles or frowns, 
he doesn't have to answer. 
Occasionally, perhaps at a 
televised news conference, he 
might Ilive the reporters a 
little cities lesson by poinL.lg 
out that the t:J.xpayers are 
paying 11m to carry out f,ome 
pretty serious duties - not to 
engage in repartee, where a 
careless word can send 
tremors through Wall Street 
or, more important, through 
O'.lr allies around the world. 
MOST IMPORTANT of all, 
~~e!i:r t~i~~e~~~h~~~ 
solct the American people 
short. just as they have sold 
short both Bush and Reagan. 
Bl,tt ~people can understand 
many tliings, if the president 
explaiM them in plain words. 
The American people sup-
ported" President John F. 
Kennetiy when he told them 
that he was taking them to the 
:lrink of nuclear war over 
Soviet missiles in Cuba. Bush 
will probably never have to tell 
them anything so grim. 
FiilaOy, the president should 
remember that his greatest 
poUtical assets are three little 
w~~'''l\onew taxes." 
....... 
... " ... i1' "t'.~ 
Gorbachev announces cuts, 
withdrawal of Soviet military 
MOSCOW (UP!) - Soviet 
leader Mikhail Gorbachev said 
Wednesda) the Kremlin is 
culting the country's defense 
budget by a hefty 14.2 p~rcent 
and slashing the production of 
military hardware and ar-
maments by 19.5 percent. 
Gorbachev also gave further 
details of the cuts in military 
personnel he announced at his 
Uilited Nations speech Dec. 7, 
saying that out of the 500,000 
men to be demobilized almost 
half or 240,000 will come from 
the European part of the 
countr:: - the forces lined up 
against Lite Western NATO 
alliance. 
Another 200,000 w~ come 
from the east and the 
remainder or 60,000 from 
southern republics. 
He said the 500,000 
represented 12 percent of the 
entire Soviet armed to,-ces. 
The Soviet leader also 
promised that of the 10,000 
tanks he promised to chop 
from the military, 5,300 of 
th~m will be "the most ad-
vanced" in the Soviet arsenal, 
thus rebutting We;;tern 
charges that the Soviets would 
simply withdraw tanks that 
were more than 20 years old 
and ready for the scrapheap 
anyway. 
Gorbachev's figures indicat~ 
the size of the Soviet armed 
forces is 4.16 million men or 
about 1 million mt!n smaller 
than accepted Western 
estimates. 
He said half of the 10,000 
tanks will be physically 
destroyed and the remainder 
transferred into civilian use as 
earth movers or left with the 
military as training 
simulators. 
Concerning the cuts in the 
Soviet Far East, Gorbachev 
said 75 percent of all Soviet 
troops L."'l Mongolia will be 
withdrawn along with Soviet 
air force units there. 
FESTIVAL, from Page 1-
festival. "Now il> the 
ASbociations' time to decide in 
what activities they will 
participate," she said. 
Freitas said she thought the 
conflicts in the Council were a 
thine of the past, especially 
because everyone is trying and 
likes to work for the in-
ternational community. 
Some ex-members of the 
staff said they had left the 
organization not because they 
supported one side or the 
other, but because com-
munication problems on both 
sides kept the council from 
working as a team. These ex-
staff members also said they 
were Horried about the 
organization of the festival. 
Marcelo Cecim, who was 
vice president of ISC and 
resigned after the November 
incidents, said he thought the 
. !ack of staff could affect the 
festival. 
"They (the ISC) had very 
few people to reorganize the 
staff and the organizati'"l of 
the festival was being post-
poned," he said. 
Tahir A. Ali, a former staff 
member, said he had been in 
the council for two years and 
tbiilgs were not running as 
smoothly under Firouzi's 
presidency as they had been in 
the past. 
" We didn't get information 
about met:tings and old 
members were aot beIng 
consulted about the 
organization of events. Staff 
didn't get a chance to discuss 
Ali Firouzi's idea!:.," Ali said. 
"My record is there. I have 
worked very hard for ISC. If 
anybody has doubts, my 
record is there to prove 
it, "Firouzi said. 
"The constitution is clear. If 
you don't meet your acadE'mic 
requirements you can't be part 
of the executive committee," 
Firouzi said. 
lell~~ s~rr~IZitr;;f!~ 
but Tan is now in Australia and 
to ISC the story is old news. 
"There are too many things 
to deal with at ISe, but 
education is first. If you are 
doing good and have time for 
extracurricular activities, 
then great If not, too bad," 
Firouzi said. 
Firouzi said he has always 
tried to do what is best for the 
international students. "The 
meetings are open. I accept 
criticism and discllssion, I am 
not the only one who makes 
decisi~ns," he sa:d. 
TAX, from Page 1 
until after the budget is 
proposed before claiming 
victory for stopping an in-
crease, Brown said. 
Brown said in the current 
fis<.al year Illinois is spending 
$22 billion, $700 million of 
which is new revenue. One-
third of the total money spent 
is for education. • 
Bray said that plans for 
education will be announced 
along with the budget March 1. 
"Clearly education needs 
more money than we are 
currently providing for it," 
Bray said. 
It is unclear wt..it affect a 
failure to raISe taxes wJlI have 
on thE' University, SIU-C 
PrcsidentJohnC. Guyon, said. 
"The UniversIty is not in a 
position to say very much until 
the governor presents his final 
budget request," Guyon said. 
Without a tax increase there 
will have to be some 
realignment in the current 
system in order to get all the 
necessary money for 
education, Kim Knauer, a 
spokeswoman for the State 
Board of Education, said. 
SEARCH, from Page 1 
planning, faculty development 
and budgeting. 
Applicants should send a 
letter of application, 
curriculum vita and three 
letters of recommendation to: 
Office of the Vice President for 
AcademiC Affairs and 
Research, Anthony Hall. 
Deadline to apply is Feb. 15. 
The position will be available 
on July 1. 
Shf'iH,erd said he was unsure 
01 how many nominations have 
been received so far, but al 
least two have been submitted. 
The nominations will b~ 
discussed at a Jan. 24 meeting 
(If the search committee. 
The committi'e is made up of 
nine members drawn from 
various parts of the Univer-
sit}. 
The Soviet troop presence in 
Mongolia was a major sticking 
point in attempts to normalize 
relations with China. The hefty 
cuts in Mongolia, an in-
dependent nation closely allied 
with MOscow, could go a long 
way in improving relations 
with China and create a 
friendly atmosphere for a Sino-
Soviet summit expected later 
this year. 
"We are reducing the armed 
forces. The cuts will amount to 
12 percent of their strength. 
The c...'fense budget will be 
reduced by 14.2 percent, the 
production of armaments and 
military hardware by 19.5 
percent. Out of 500,000 men to 
be reduced by the amry and 
navy, 240,000 will come from 
the European part of the 
country, 200,000 from the 
eastern part and 60,000 from 
the southern part," Gorbachev 
was quoted as saying by the 
official Tass news agency. 
Task force 
to examine 
racial jokes 
President John C. 
Guyon is putting to~ether 
a task force of staff and 
students to investigate 
the soune of offensive 
racial jokes lound on a 
computer printout by a 
kindergarten student. 
"We are obviously 
taking this very 
seriously," Guyon said. 
"We are pushing harJ to 
find the origin of the 
racial jokes. " 
The printout was 
discovered by a parent of 
a Carbondale kin-
dergarren student when 
it was brought home' 
from school. Because the 
University dunates its 
extra computer paper to 
the school for use as 
scratch ~aper. the of-
fender is believed to be 
connected to the 
University. 
The task force's 
mission is to determine 
who made the printout, if 
the jokes did indeed come 
from SIU-C and whether 
the jokes are still in the 
computer, Guyon said. 
Clarifications 
In Tuesday's Daily Egyptian 
!:::nd:gP~oPJ:: Wlr:oisrr;:c!~ 
of Higher tducation for SIU-C 
and SIU-E were less than the 
total amount rect, nmended 
for the SIU System because 
funds for central ad-
ministration were not in· 
eluded. Fuods for central 
adminsistration were not 
included in the SIU System's 
budget requests for fiscal year 
1990 nur were the funds for 
central administration in-
cluded with appropriations for 
fiscal year 1989. 
Former USG Sen. Juliana 
Taylor has withdrawn from 
the University tor reasons 
unknown. She was removed 
from the senate last semester 
for failure to meet academic 
requirements. This was om-
mitted from Wednesday's USG 
story. 
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Blish vows to help 
improve education 
President-elect: 
promises success, 
rewards from start 
WASHINGTON <UPIl -
President-elect George Bush 
renel.;'ed a campaign com-
mitment to education at the 
first event on his inaugural 
schedule, telling a teachers 
forum, "Education will be on 
my desk and on my mind right 
from the start." 
Kicking off two days of 0t-
ficial events preceding his 
inauguration, Bush appeared 
with Education Secretary 
Lauro Cavazos before about 
250 specially chosen teachers 
who cheered loudly when he 
entered the National Museum 
of Women in the Arts. 
The vice president promptly 
renewed his campaign pledge 
to be "the ed Jca tion 
Linguist prof 
gets award 
for research 
A professor in linguistics 
and foreign languages and 
lite.-atures departments at 
SIU<: since 1969 has been 
awarded a visiting research 
nrofessor grant by the 
itepublic of China National 
Science Council. 
Dinh-Hoa Nguyen will be 
hosted by the Academia 
Sinica's Institute of History 
and Philology lit Nankang, 
Taipei, Taiwan. He will use 
library resources to conduct 
further research on the 
relationship between the 
Chinese writing system and 
Vietnam's demotic nom script, 
based on Chinese characters. 
president," vowing to create 
and strengthen programs 
"that reward ~xcellence, raise 
standards, expand choice, 
publicize success and keep the 
a ttention and effort of 
Americans concentrated on 
education reform and further 
improvement. " 
"This is my very first event 
of the inaugural calendar, and 
that's the way I wanted it," 
Bush reminded the group 
assembled through the official 
A'1lerican Bicentennial 
Presidential Inaugural 
Committee. 
"Education will be on my 
desk and on my mind right 
from the start every day," he 
promised. "We're going to be 
thinking about it. We're going 
to be talking it. And most of all, 
we're going to work to make 
sure that the nation does what 
needs to be done for our 
schools." 
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Welcome Back 
To Another 
Year At fllEl)'S 
Wllat better way to start the new semester than at Fred's, where you 
can danoo and jump around and sweat like a pig and no one cares. 
Thill Saturday: THE GORDONS (a cross between Patsy Klien and 
Mary Travis) with Wayne Higdon on fiddle. Call today for your reservations. 
For Resen'ations call 549-8221 
o 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL Ladies $3 for all drinks! 
COMEDY! Guys come keep the ladies 
company. 
THURSDAY 
LADIES' NIGHT 
Free champagne & 
admission for all the 
ladies. 
Don't miss it guys. 
Enjoy Free Food Buffet at 
11:30 pm. . 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
WEEKEND DANCE PARTY 
Hottest dance club & 
videos in So. III. 
SPC FilIdS Prescn"ts 
~es t!te ~el"o .. 
\bats rJgI,l 
\behero!i 
Dress Up! Go Nuts! 
Student Center Auditorium 
Admission $2.00 
Thursday, Jan. 19 - 7 & 9 pm 
Friday, Jan. 20 - 8 & 10 pm 
Starts Friday! For more information I PUNCH call SPC at 536·3393 
LINE (ffi 
Four killed in auto accident 
-CORRECTION-
Gt.:RKEE. Ill. <UPl) - A 
tracter-trailer truck rammed 
into the rear of a car pilrked on 
the shoulder of Interstate 94 
early Wednesday. smashing 
the car into a wall where it 
ourst into flames and killed all 
four people inside. police said. 
The four victims from the 
Madison. Wis., area were in 
the car. State Police Sgt. Bill 
Schmitt said. "Both the truck 
and car were engulfed in 
flames." said Schmitt. 
Tip leads 
police 
to body 
BLOOMINGTON (UPI) 
Bloomington police and Logan 
County authorities Wednesday 
sought clues in the apparent 
murder of a young man 
reported missing two days 
ago. 
The tody of Steven Becicka, 
21, BlOOmington, was found 
Tuesday night along a rural 
road in neighboring Logan 
County. Bloomington is in 
. McLean County. 
A spokesman for the Logan 
County coroner's office said 
the victim - who bad one 
gunshot wound to the back of 
the head - bad been dead for 
at~~:etw~~Js'the victim's 
parents reported him missing 
on Monday. At that time, the 
~lice said they did not suspect 
fool· play and considered it a 
routine missing person in-
vestigation. 
Bloomington police said they 
received a tip yesterday that 
the victim's body could be 
found in Logan County. 
Derailment 
cleaned up 
I.~~~ (~I)d!l:~up ,operations have been com-
; pleted in the wake of the 
derailment of nine cars of a i Chessie System freight train 
J
on the east side, officials said 
Wednesday. 
One empty tank car and 
; eight others carrying new ! vehicles left the rails Monday 
; night on a siding between 
Chessie System and Union 
. Pacific tracks. There were no 
injuries and the cause of the 
derailment has not been 
determined. . 
Officials said the clean-up 
work was completed Tuesday 
afternoon and went smoothly 
despite muddy c\)nditions at 
the site. 
Basketball 
official dies 
during game 
OLNEY, Ill. (UPI) - An 
autopsy indicates a basketball 
official who collapsed during a 
tournament game at Newton 
died of an acute coronary 
thrombosis, Richland County 
Coroner Randy Kistler said 
Wednesday. 
Don Price, 52, Grayville, 
was stricken while Officiating 
during the last quarter of a 
game Monday night between 
Vandalia and Teutopolis. He 
was pronounced dead at 7:53 
p.m. at Richland Memorial 
Hospital in Olney. 
Kistler nid Price was a 
smoker but had no history of 
heart trouble. He said Price 
apparently was in good shape 
. and of thin build. 
Identities of the victir.1S 
were being withheld until 
relatives were notified. 
Pobce said the car was 
parked on the shoulder of the 
nor~hbound lanes of the in-
terstate near the small Lake 
County community when it 
was hit in the rear. It was 
"dragged across all three 
lanes ir.to the median wall" 
where it and the truck caught 
firE'. police said. 
The anver of the truck 
belongmg to Chief Express 
Inc. of Ldke Station. Ind., 
received minor injuries. police 
said. Its load of steel rein-
forcement bars - rods of steel 
used to give concrete added 
;trength - were spread across 
all six lanes of traffic. 
The Guzall's ad that ran in the 
Wednesday, Jan. 18 edition 
of the Daily Egyptian incorrectly 
stated men's and women's 
apparel as 50% off. The ad 
should have ran as 25-50% OFF. 
Lake County authorities 
were considering whether to 
oring charges against the 
truckdriver. 
FEBRUARY 22 
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• RECORD BAR-UNIV. MALL 
• DISC JOCKEY-UNIV. MALL 
• STUDENT CENTER C.T.O. 
• ARENA SOUTH LOBBY 
TICKET OFFICE 
WHEELCHAIR SALES MONDAY 1124 o1t9 A.M.-SPECIAL EV[NT TICkET OFFICE 
TICKETS ON SALE SATURDAY AT 9 A.M.-LINE RESERVATION CARDS DISTRIBUTED AT 8 A.M.-
ARENA SOUTH LOBBY TICkET oFFln ONLY 
•. IU Ar('na Line Reservation Card Sv"em. 
~~ 
SIU Arena 
618-453-5341 0 
24 HOUR HOTLINE 
1 Line reservo1lion (ards dre ,ii,t'ributed at the Ar('na South Lobby Box Office on Ihe morning of the first day of !HIlI', 011 an adverll'>f'd 
prior to .he commencement of aclual Iicket ""I.". 
2. Cards are drawn randomly by Arend ,101ft-one cd,d per I>""on. 
3. Upon conclu,ion of line caf(j d"lribulion. per;ons .re re,pon!>ible for oblaining their pO>lllon in hne prior 10 Ihe comnll'n('eml'nt 
actual tkket !HIle,. Person!> not in pc,ition or who arrive alte, cards h .. ve been distributed will bt' plaled .. I the elld of the line. 
: Cards die dr'}wn tirs! in lim' for a "'''''rvalion ('drd will not assure of bei firs! rn line iar a li( k.·t. 
Runway plans at Scott AFB 
may stop due to expenses 
lunch Special 11-2:30 , 
BELLEVIL~E, Ill. CUP!) -
Federal budget constraints are 
more likely tv ground a plan 
for commercial aviation at 
Scott Air Force Base than an 
upcoming, non-binding 
refer~ndum, an Illinois 
Department of Transportation 
official said Wednesday. 
The tw~year study by a 
consulting firm, working for 
the lDOT, has recommended a 
new 10,000-foot runway, 
control tower, airline ter-
minal, and an extension to 
Scott's present 7,000-foot 
runway. The cost is estimated 
at about $180 million - 90 
percent of which would be paid 
for by the federal government. 
Scott is located about 25 
miles east of St. Louis and five 
miles east of Belleville. 
Voters in three townships 
near the Air Force base will 
vote April 4 on the plan. 
Hugh Enyard, who helped 
lead the petition drive for the 
referendum, said people living 
in the townships near Scott are 
against the plan. 
"Everybody Seerl'3 to be in 
favor except those people who 
live by Scott and are mos.t 
affected," said Enyard, who 
said he's neutral on the issue. 
"This will send a signal to the 
Air Force and the county - at 
least from the people who live 
nearby." 
Garred Jones, mOT project 
manager for the joint-use 
study, said the final draft of 
the study will be completed 
this week and will be published 
in two weeks. An en-
vironmental impact study by 
the Air Force, which will take 
about a year to complete, is the 
next hurdle, Jones said. 
J ones said about 15 joint 
military-commericial faciliti-
es are now operating in the 
country. 
"Barring a major financial 
squeeze at the federal level, 
chances are excellent that this 
will be developed," J ones said. 
"The trouble with the 
referendum is it's not coun-
tywide and you only get a 
fraction of the people (to 
vote)." 
~(:(: lit- (il/ I,·,,·/,( , .. 
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$h.'minimum 
Boccoli Beef or 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Indudes' :;~~I $2.95 
Inedrice 
The Place You Don't Have . 
To Sacrifice O.Jality or Quantity 
-Rt. 51 South 549·7231 
Trial begins for "voman. c.harged 
with fatally shooting her husband 
DANVILLE, Ill. (UPI) - A 
Hoopeston woman who ad-
mitted fatally shooting her 
husband last April told 
relatives she planned to "get 
rid of" him hours before the 
shooting, a prosecutor said at 
the start of her trial Wed-
!lesday. 
Vermilion County Assistant 
State's Attorney Larry Mills 
said 52-year-old Charlene 
Johnson went to the Hoopeston 
police station at about mid-
night on April 7, 1988, and 
confessed to shooting Carl 
Jo.'mson, 59, earlier in the day 
as he lay on their bed. 
Johnson, who is free on bond, 
has been charged with first-
degree murder and ob-
struction of justice. But 
defense attorney Richard 
Doyle of Hoopeston was ex-
-- -~ \Th;'. ~~ American Tap ~ Happy Hour 12-9 pm 
.r I _ Drafts 40( 
-~ Ii U.lfr Pitchers SZ.Z5 If Speedrails 95( 
. ~ after 9:00 
Rockin Tommy B DJ SHOW 
"'~-.- ......,-. 
P .. ,:t' 8. Oaily Egyptian. January 19. 19119 
peeted to argue that the killing 
was in self defense and 
motivated by repeated 
bea tings from her husband. 
"There's no doubt Carl 
Johnson is dead," Mills told 
the jury in the courtroom of 
Vermilion County Judge John 
O'Rourke Wednesday mor-
ning. "What's in doubt here is 
whether he was the victim of 
first-degree murder." 
TONIGHT! 
7&9 pm 
4th Floor Video Lounge 
Student Center 
. Admission $1.00 
" A spectacle of stomach-churning 
horror!" - Time Magazine 
For mar. Information call SPC 536-3393 
Welcome Back Specials 
January 17. - 20 J 1989 
"NEW ITEMS" 
Student Center 1st Floor 
Double Cheese Burger 
.99 reg. $ 1.19 
Student Center 1st Roor 
100/0 Off all OmeleHes 
St'Jdent Center Lower Level 
Soup and salad $1.99 
Phi Kappa. Phi offers grads 
opportunity at fellowships .~~ STEREO 
~~~--------_I 
DEAL OF THE WEEK /1 
1-19 to 1-24 
The SIU-C chapter of Phi 
Kappa Phi National Honor 
Society is inviting applications 
from outstanding senior 
students for a graduate 
fellowship for up to $6.000 for 
first-year graduate study. 
Fifty fellow.ships will be 
offered nationwide. Thirty 
additional students will 
receive honorable mention 
awards of $500. 
Each Phi Kappa Phi Chapter 
may nominate one student 
award. The SIU-C chapter's 
1987 'nominee earnt>d an 
hnnorahlp m. . inn 
l'nJ':t'r'-,ly applicants must 
r<.tlik 1Il lilt' upper 5 percent of 
their dass to b~ eligible for 
cons.dt'ration, 
II< <Jddition, one scholarship, 
inciudlOJ; a cash award, will be 
awarded on a competitive 
basis to an SIU-C junior who 
has completed a minimum of 
70 hours of coursework, in-
cluding at least two semesters 
of full-lime work at SIU-C at 
the time of application, 
Phi Kappa Phi. founded in 
1897. is the only major national 
sL",!JlaSlic h'nors societv 
which recognizes a.:ademlc 
l'X,-",.l·ll<:e In all disnplint'!> 
There al'e 245 chapters 
throughout the nation. 
Th~ fdlowship program was 
established in 1932 and has 
since honored more than 925 
scholars with fellowships and 
31'3 with honorable mention 
av;ards. 
The deadline for avplication 
is Jan. 31. For details, contact 
PatriCia L Carrell. fellowship 
chairperson. Graduate School. 
Woody Hall. phone 536-779J . 
only 
Full-tuition scholarship named Gyros, Chicken in a. Pita., 
Homema.de Mushrooms 
& Onion Rings A new scholarship has Leen 
named at John A. Logan 
Collt>ge in carterville after 
Mary Cunningham Logan, 
wife of Gen. John A. Logan. 
The college is named after 
Gen. Logan. 
The Mary Logan Scho1arship 
will be awarded for the first 
time, during Women's History 
Month, March 1989. The full-
tuition scholarship is to 
recognize the contributions of 
Briefs 
C(nIPt:TI~G AFFAIRS 
workshops: "Using the 3820 
Page Printer" from 10 tc 
11: 50: "Which statistical 
package should I use?" from 2 
to 3: 50 today in Com-
munications SA. To register, 
call 453-4361, ext. 269 or key in 
WORKSHOP from CMS. 
CHEMISTRY, BIOCHEMI-
STRY department will hold an 
Organic Canidate Seminar 
with David Birney on 
"Transition States for some 
Organic Pericyclic Reactions" 
at 4 today in Neckers 218. 
COBA STt.:DEST Council 
has openings for independent 
representatives. A meeting 
will be held at 5:30 today in 
Rehn Hall 108. 
TWILIGHT SWIM will be 
held from 7 p.m. to closing 
every Saturday at the Rec 
Center Natatorium. 
EARLY BIRD swim will be 
held from 6:30 to 7 a.m. 
weekdays at Pullium Pool. 
Valid student ID or Rec Center 
Pass is required. 
NOON HOUR swim will be 
held from noon to 1 p.m. 
weekdays at Pullium Pool 
Valid student ID or Ree Center 
Pass i~ required. 
IN'l'RAMt:RAL TABLE 
Tennis singles competition 
entries are due Tuesday by 10 
p.m: Register at the Rec 
Center Information Desk. 
HOT SHOT basketball 
competition will bt- held from 
noon to 3 p.m. Saturday. 
Men's, women's, and 
wheelchair divisions. Entries 
due by' noon Saturday. 
OFFICIALS ;\;EEDED for 
Intramural Basketball and 
Team Hand!Jall. No ex-
perience necessary. 
Basketball clinic is at 4 p,m. 
Monday. Ree Center Room 
158. Team Handball Clinic is at 
6 p.m. Jan,31 in RecCel;ter 
Room 158. 
VOICES OF Inspiration will 
have choir rehearsal at 6.30 
tQnight in Altgeld Hall, Room 
outstanding women and en- of application; two letters of 
courage women in the John A. recommenda tion from 
Logan College district to teachers, administrators, and-
develop their potential. or community members and 
Applicants must be a female' an essay of 500 to 1,000 words 
student pursuing an associate relating to the 1989 theme of 
degree with a GPA of 3.0 or Women's History Month. 
better (on a 5.0 scale), and 
must be enrolled at John A. Contest tntries should be 
Logan College with a submitted by Jan. 30 .to Bar-
minimum of six hours. bara Randolph, English and 
Interested students should Humanities Division, John A. 
submit a brief, personal letter Logan College. 
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Pentagon seeks to rebuild chemical defenses 
WASHINGTON (SHNS) -
While U.S. diplomats are 
trying to stop the spread of 
chemical weapons, the U.S. 
military is quietly improving 
its anility to wage chemical 
war. 
The U.S. chemical war 
program was practically in 
nlOthballs for 18 years until 
1987, when the Army won 
approval from the Reagan 
administration to begin 
rebuilding its stocks of 
chemical weapons and resume 
research. 
The Pentagon budget for 
fiscal year 1990, which begins 
Oct. I, asks for $646.4 million 
for new programs related to 
chemical weapons. Most of 
that amount - $555 million -
is to protect U.S. troops with 
new gas masks, protective 
suits and warning alarms that 
sound whe1J toxic chemlcal:; 
are detected, according to 
Maj. Richard Bridges, an 
Army spokesman. 
ON THE OFFENSIVE side, 
Republicans 
plan to reach 
minority vote 
WASHINGTON (UPD -
Tbe Republican National 
Committee, ratifying George 
Bush's choice to lead the 
party's structure, Wednesday 
elected Lee Atwater as GOP 
chairman and the former Bush 
campaign strategist quickly 
promised to rl'ach out to 
minority voters, a traditional 
Democratic stronghold. 
Bush, who has been actively 
trying to build relationships 
with a wide range of minority 
groups, i'1lmediately 
promoted Atwater's strategy, 
telling the GOP leaders, "I like 
~~~~C~E!e ~b~;d~r ra~z. 
a stronger participation from 
all groups, all across our 
country." 
He promised that Atwater, 
37, who helped mastermind 
Bush's primary and general 
d~tion campaigns, would be 
his "political eyes and ears." 
"Nobody's going to oulhustle 
him, nobody's going to work 
harder," Bush said. 
Atwater, outlining a plan for 
making the GOP a majority 
party in the nation, vowed to 
engmeer a grass-roots 
movement in the Republican 
Party to build support among 
blacks, Hispanics and other 
voter groups normlilly con-
sidered safe Dem(>cra4~ blocs. 
In an accep~~llce spee-::h 
after being elected 
unanimously, Atwater told the 
nation'" top GOP leaders that 
an essential part of li,e 
strategy was to rea,~h "into 
communities where the 
~epublican message has not 
yet hund a home." 
He stressed that 
Republicans have been 
"fighting with one arm tied 
behind our back because the 
Democrats have succeeded in 
virtually cornering the votes of 
whole segments of American 
society." 
However, Atwater theorized 
that the GOP now had a unique 
cha nee to make inroads among 
blacks and other minorities 
because those groups" are now 
beginr.ing to realize that they 
have won very little in return 
for their allegiance" to the 
Democrats. 
"We must invit~ these 
Americans in to our i .lrty's 
councils." Atwater said. "We 
must recruit them to run on the 
Republican ticket. 
the Army is preparing to spend 
$286.5 million 10 fiscal 1990 to 
destroy aging stocks of 
chemkal weapons stored at 
eight different locations. The 
chemical shells are so old they 
ar::: essentially unusable, 
although the chemicals they 
contain remain lethal. Bet-
ween 1972 and 1986 a total of 
14,632,700 poU1Ids of cr.emical 
weapons were destroyed, the 
Army said. 
For every round of the old 
weapons now destroyed, the 
Army is allowed to produce 
another "binary" shell, which 
contains two chemi".als that 
are harmless until mixed 
shortly before they reach their 
targets. 
MOST U.S. chemical 
weapons are stored in the 
continental United States, 
although 6 percent of the stock 
is on Johnston Island in the 
Pacific and in West Germany. 
The Army will not disclose the 
total amount of U.S. chemical 
weapons. 
1;.S. chemical stocks will be 
removed from Europe, 
reportetlly by 1992, and won't 
be replaced ur.der current 
plans. If U.S. forces there need 
chemical We.lpons, they would 
have to be supplied from the 
United States, Pentag,>n of-
ficials said 
"You are talking about 
unilateral disarmament of 
chemir.al weapons in Eurooe, " 
said Matthew Bunn, a 
l"esearcher at the l\rms 
Control Association. 
FOR THE Urdted States to 
use chemical weapons in 
combat, the decision would 
have to be made by the 
president, following the same 
procedure for using nuclear 
weapons. The United States 
promised in 1969 that it would 
not use chemical weapons first 
!lnd would never use biological 
weapons, which are regarded 
as more dangerous because 
living organisms are difficult 
to control. 
There are three types of 
Outrageous Drink Specials Announced 
Every Hour 
2 
FOR 
1 
-valid only when red light is flashing 
Keep Your Budget on Track 
with: 
AMARETTO STONE SOURS 
All Day & All Night 
Remember to Look for the 
Flashing Red light for 
Different Drink Specials 
Every Hour of the Day! 
binary chemical weapons 
being developed by the 
military: an artillery shell, 
rockets fired from a special 
lalmcher and a bomb drtJPped 
from an airplane: 
.The sinlplest weapon is a 
155-millime:.er howitzer shell 
with a lo-mile range. The 
Al-my has been developing 
thes<.! shells since December 
1987 at the Pine Bluff Arsenal 
in Arkansas. 
Congress has imposed such 
tight safety restrictions on the 
program that the two 
chemicals used in the shell 
must be produced and stored' 
not ?nly in separate facilitiES 
but in separate l>i.ates. When 
mixed together, the chemicals 
form GB2, or sarin. a nerve 
agent that remains danger(\'1lS 
for only a few hours af(;er 
release. Two separate ('.ali-
nisters are placed in the shell. 
The force of firing ruptures the 
two cannisters, and the 
chemicals mix in flight. The 
shell explodes on impact, 
spreading the nerve gas. 
A tiny bit of the gas disrupts 
the nervous system and 
prevents the body from 
working: It makes the victim 
lose control of bodily functions 
and causes breathing to stop 
and the heart to fail. 
.Still in the research stage 
is a nerve gas rocket designed 
to be fired from a Multiple 
Launch Rucket System, a 
tank-like vehicle with 12 rocket 
tubes that can blanket an area 
from 19 miles. 
.The largest quantity of 
chemicals would be delivered 
by the "Bigeye" bomb, which 
is really just a can, of 
chemicals dropped from' a 
plane. Just before it is to be 
used, the bomb is made 
poisonous by inserting a 
sulphur > bar that begins a 
cnemical reaction to create the 
nerve gas Vx. 
Of the chemi\.81 weapons, 
the Bigeye has received the 
most resistance from Congr~ 
and the Genen .. : Accounting 
Office. 
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Old names become members of hall of fame 
NEW YORK (UPI) - The 
Rolling Stones, Stevie Wonder, 
Dion DiMucci, the Temp-
tations and Otis Redding were 
among those honored Wed-
nesday as new members of the 
Roek 'n' Roll Hall of Fame. 
The winners were invited to 
the fourth annup.l induction 
dinner at the Waldorf Astoria, 
which traditionally ends with 
an all-star jam session 
featuring some of the biggest 
na :nes in rock history. 
Industry inSIders have been 
saying for weeks that the 
Rolling Stones would use the 
occasion to settle the two-year 
feud that has kept the band off 
the road and out of the 
2 Carbondale bars 
add variety to town 
Caribbean, Europe featured 
By Nora B.nt18Y 
Staff Writer 
Spring semester 1989 will see 
a change is Carbondale'S bar 
scene with the addition of a 
Caribbean stvle restaurant-
bar and a European flavored 
dance club. 
On Dec. T1 Frankie's Bar 
and Grill, 240 W. College St., 
opened its doors and sometime 
in February Checkers will 
open in the building that was 
an IGA foodliner, 605 E. Grand 
Ave., behind Pinch Fenny Pub. 
Frankie's Bar and Grill, 
owned by Frank Westwood, 
offers in addition to drinks, 
food for its patrons. From 
11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. patrons 
can order from a menu that 
includes burgers, seafood, 
steaks, super salads and 
numerous other items, 
Westwood said. On Friday and 
Saturday food will be served 
until 11 p.m. Tropical drinks 
like Pina Colodas and Bahama 
Mamas add to the Caritbean 
atmosphere tl'at Westwood is 
trying to cr€Cite. 
Although patrons must be 19 
to enter after 10 p.m., West-
wood :"'iid this isn't meant to 
discourage the younger crowd 
from coming in and enjoying 
the food. The main emphasis is 
on the resturant, he said. 
He said he decidPd to open in 
Carbondale because he is 
orginally from Southern 
Illinois. He now resides in 
Carbondale and his fiancee 
attendsSIU. 
Before opening Frankie's, 
Westwood owned two bars in 
Florida called Sally's 
Shrimpboat for eight years. 
Checkers, the other new bar 
to open in Carbondale is 15,000 
sq. feet and will have a 
capacity of 7511 to 800 people, 
Jeff Allsop, one of four 
managers, said. 
Allsop said the ~t way to 
describe Checkers is as a 
dance emporium with a 
modern motif. "We're going to 
cater tOWards everybody and 
try to bring in a httl .. bit of 
European and t;aJifornia 
dance clubs." 
The jance floor will be 1500 
sq. ft. and multi-level and disc 
jockeys will play a variety of 
music. 
Videos on big screens and 
slide shows of customers 
dancing will be shown. Dance 
contests also will be part of 
Checker's entertainment. 
"The main goai of the place 
is entertainment. We have an 
ideal location and we're gou:g 
to bring a different at-
mosphere to Carbondal~," he 
said. 
Checkers will have a couple 
of loun~es toa t will be 
Sejkirated from the main area 
with plexiglas so people can sit 
and talk, Allsop said. The main 
area will have sofas ahd 
standing rails around the 
dance floor. More tables and 
chairs will be added if needed 
later, but r;.ght now circulation 
and ventilation is more of a 
concern, he said. 
The bar will open at 5 p.m. 
and patrons must be 18 to 
enter. 
"The city is going to be tough 
on us so we're going to be 
tough," he said. There will be 
plenty of unalcoholic drinks 
available and a fruit and juice 
bar could be added. 
Allsop said, hiring has 
already began and tha ': 30 to 40 
people will hired overall. 
An added feature of 
Checkers will be an escort 
service to give unescorted 
womE:n a ririe home or anyone 
who has had too much to drink. 
The details haven't been 
worked out, but the service 
will be free, Allsop said. 
New bars forewarned 
about serving minors 
By Jackie S~'inner 
Staff Writer 
New bar owner Frank 
Westwood met no problems in 
obtaining a liquor license for 
his Carbondale bar, Frankie's, 
204 W. ColiegeSt. 
"The (City) Council was 
verY nice and cool with it," he 
~id. 
Jeff Allsop, new owner of 
Checkers, 605 E. Grand, had 
his lice.lSe approved Dec. 20 
and it will be roc-eived as soon 
as "a few minor items are 
taken care of." 
Allsop added that the only 
item left is meeting the health 
codes, which will be met after 
the remodeling of the building 
is finished. 
"Then I expect them to hand 
us over our license," Allsop 
said. 
But Councilman Keith 
Tuxhorn doesn't want the 
licenses to go without warning. 
"New people nero to bt! 
reminded of tl.e penalties for 
serving .. lino:rs before it 
becomes a bab.;t," Tuxhorn 
said. 
COlmciiman Job: Yow said 
the new bars should "compiy 
with the law to the letter Of :.he 
law." 
Tuxhor'l said the bar ownerF 
who ignore the present 
per.alities for se.-ving un-
derage drinkers need stiffer 
penalties and the council 
should consider this option. 
CounciimE:n Richard Morris 
and Yow agree the present 
liquor codes are adequate. 
"We have good codes now, 
but the bar owners could be 
more refponsive to those 
codes," Morris said. 
recording studio while various 
Inembers pursued solo 
projects. 
Stones leaders Mick Jagger 
and Keith Richards were both 
expeded to show up to collect 
their awards. Stevie Wonder, 
Dion and the Temptations also 
planned to attend. Redding's 
award is posthumous. 
The Hall of Fame also will 
induct blues singer BesSIe 
Smith, the vocal quartet the 
Ink Spots and the gospel group 
the Soul Stirrers as early in-
fluences on rock 'n' roll, while 
producer Phil Specu.r is being 
inducted in the non-performing 
music industry professio:Jal 
WINTER 
categOI"j. 
So far the Hall of Fame 
attendance has been limited to 
those who can afford to pay for 
a spot at the benefit dinners. 
The Rock Hall will be open to 
the Qublic when its permanent 
home, scheduled for 1992 
completion, opens in 
Cleveland. 
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Three whites named tojury 
to try Noah Robinson's case ~-I\a::o; 
GREENVILLE, S.C. ,.(UPI> 
- Three addit:onal white 
jurors were seated Wednesday 
for the trial of Jesse Jackson's 
half-brother Noah Robinson, 
charged in an alleged pay-for-
slay scheme involving 
me~ber:: Ilf a Chicago street 
gang. 
Eleven of the required 14 
jurors were chosen by Wed-
nesday afternoon and it ap-
peared Robinson, one of the 
nation's wealthiest blacl: 
businessmen, could face an aU-
white jury in his fight against 
murder and conspiracy 
charges. 
Robinson could face the 
electric chair if cOLvicted of 
murder and conspiracy in the 
January 1986 slaying of Leroy 
"Hambone" Barber, a paroled 
armed robber gunned down in 
Greenville at a building owned 
by Robinson. 
Authorities say Robinson, 46, 
solicited members of 
Chkago's EI Rukn street gang 
to carry out the killing, but 
Robinson has denied in-
\'olvemr"nt in any criminal 
activity. .. 
He also has been ~harged 
with arranging a knife attack 
on a woman who said she 
witnessed the killing. Janice 
Denise Rosemond retractecl 
her story after recovering 
from the stabbing inciaent in 
her Greenville apartment. 
Jury selection began on 
Monday, Martin Luther King 
Day. 
Robinson and Jackson have 
have had no public contact 
since Robinson's legal troubles 
arose last summer when 
Jackson was seeking the 
Democratic presidential 
nomination. He has refused 
commen~ on his hal!-brother's 
case. 
Through Tuesday, the 
second Jay of the jury selec-
tion process, only one black. 
was considered for the jury 
panel, and she was rejected by 
13th Circuit prosecutor Joe 
Watson. 
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Marcos' attorney seeks dismissal 
of accusations against sick client 6¢ 
Self-S'erve Copies NEW YORK WPI) - Medical Center in Honolulu. 
Deposed Philippine president lie was admitted Sunday for 
Ferdinand Marcos, charged what the hospital said was 
with his wife of looting their treatmentfor;.;nuemonia in his 
homeland and defraudi"g U.S. left lung and bronchial 
banks, is dying and cl".arges asthma. He initially was 
ag"inst him should I?e dr0i>- placed in intensive care and 
ped, his attorney said Wea- then moved to regular ac-
nesday. commodalions. 
At a hearing before U.S. Hibey first requested 
District Judge John Keen.an, arraignment for Marcos in 
Richard Hibey, attorney for Hawaii, where he lives in exile, 
Marcos, 71, requested the because of his physical con-
charges be dismissed because dilion. 
of his "rapidly deteriorating G(,vernment attorneys, who 
physical condition." previou."ly objected to Mar-
Keenan madt' no decision cos's arrdigrunent in Honolulu, 
during the brief proceedings Wednesday acceded to it, but 
and scheduled another hearing Hibey objected to any hearing, 
for Thursday. asking instead the charges be 
Marccs is listed in guarded dropped against Marcos. 
condition at St. Francis "We have been advised by 
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the last doctor who examined 
president Marcos that he i.:s 
dying," said Hibey. 
"I hold the personal view-
and my collea~es agree ~n 
this - that president Marcos IS 
in mortal danger," Hibey said 
in the letter. 
"Our position is that, under 
the circumstances, arraign-
ment anywhere, or par-
ticipation in any respect.in this 
case is medically impossible at 
this time," Hibey said in the 
letter. 
"Indeed 1 have no reason to 
believe that he will ever be 
able to particiate in this case. 
We respectfully request that 
the court reach this larger 
issue at Thursday's bearing 
rather than defer it." 
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Miami police vow arrests to stop rioting, looting 
MIAMI (UPIl - Police nearly four yeal"~ who fired the Scippio left the street corner in 
count"!d on more than 300 shot that killed Lloyd. was the middle of the argument, 
arrests to quell further racial suspended with pay pending returned with a handgun and 
violence Wednesday while the city's invE'Stigat;on. The shot Robinson at point-blank 
officia Is pressed three investigators could not explain range. Scippio was arrested 
Sel'drate investigations into why Lozano opened fire and moments later. 
the £:.tal shooting of an said he had not given The oniy police officer hit 
ur ... rmed black motorcyclist authorities a statement. was Eric Butler, who was shot 
by a white policeman that The violence began Monday once in the ches! but was saved 
sparked two ui2hts of rioting. after Lloyd's death and con- by his bullet-proof vest ana 
The Miami City Commission linued Tuesday night after was not injured. His assailant 
empaneled an independent Blanchard died. was arrested, police said. 
review ~rd comprised of The Justice Department Seven other people suffered 
black residents. of the trou~led. began a civil rights in- gunshot wounds and were 
Overtown section and pollce, vestigation into the incident as either recovering in hosoitals 
while th~ Dade. County State did the Dade County State or were treated and released. 
Attorney s Office a!ld the Attorney's Office. Two of those wounded were 
Justice Department conducted Gunfire killed one man and shot by police in the leg and 
their own probes. hit eight others Tuesday - just later apprehended. 
Clement Lloyd, 23, was shot five days before the city plays Several baildings in the 
Clnd COC,,,'lll Grove SectIOns of 
Dade (. Clun ~ \'. Carbollosa saJd. 
lJv .. (j )[ most of the looters 
wa~ "ei '\\lednesday at $250 and 
many were freed. Bond for 
those arrested in occupied 
buildIngs and those who had 
been on probation was set at 
$3,000 or more, and authorities 
were worried about crowded 
conditions at the Dade County 
jaIl. 
Police hoped the ar] ests 
would take some of the 
troublemakers off the streets 
and allow pollee to regalll 
control of black neighborlh""J" 
Wednesday. 
The police presence was 
heavy in both neighborhoods. 
an"; officers vowed to continue 
using special field-force units 
consisting of about 40 men In 
about a dozen vehldes to 
swoop in on trouble spots' 
"We hope, we really do hope 
they got the message last night 
- we're going to put them in 
jail," said John Roper, anotner 
spokesman. 
Monday as he and passenger host. to Super Bo,,:l XXIII. disturbance areas had burned 
AIlen Blanchard, 24, led oolice ~oh.ce, param!,!dlcs and down or were badly damaged, 
on a high-speed .:nase. flrefl~hters were fired upon. . but fire officials did not yet 
Blancha.!.! died the next dav of Officer AI Carbollosa said have a count. Fire Capt. Jim 
head injuries suffered when ~'roy ~obinson~ 17, was kill~ Tolbert several fire calls went 
Llo"d was killed and the In a dispute With Terry SClP- unanswered because of gun-
motorcycle smashed into pio, 38, over a checkwriting fire. 3 Beers For A Buck 
another vehicle. machine one of them had About 650 police from two 
Officer William Lozano, a stolen from an unknown departments made 310 arrests 3-9 EVERY DAY! 
~m~~the~~tm~~ ~~~~,~cia;~;o;I~~;s;a~s;a~i;d.;in~th;e~o;v~e;r~~~w;n;'~L;i;b;&~t;y~C;i;~~~==I:~~iiiiiiiii~~~-r~' 
Eggs aid 
dieting 
shoppers 
National Supermarkets has 
introduced cbolesterol-monit-
ored eggs for diets requiring 
low cbolesterol consumption. 
Cholesterol-monitored eggs 
have the same taste, shape, 
size and color as a regular egg, 
yet have 34 percent less 
cholesterol than the average 
large eggs. 
Through advances in genetic 
breeding and the use of 
superior guality natural 
chicken feed, these eggs have 
been reduced to 180 milligrams 
~ cholesterol per egg. 
The egg has long been known 
as a source of protein as well 
as other important nutrients, 
bowever, recent attention has 
been on its high cholesterol 
content. 
A high blood cholesterol 
level is one of several risk 
factors associated with cor-
nary beart disease. 
The National Institute of 
Health recommends a 
reduction of cholesterol intake 
tc less than 300 milligrams per 
day. Sucb dietary changes 
~~res:~:p an~OW~uC:IO~~ 
overall risk of beart disease. 
For details on bealthy 
eating, write: Sally Bruns, 
director of consumer in-
formation, National Super-
f!larkets, 6050 North Lindergb, 
St. Louis, Mo. 63042. 
Logan given 
funds for 
expansion 
John A. Logan College bas 
received $2,882 from the U.S. 
Department of Education to 
expand and improve its 
program of cooperative 
education. 
This is the fourth year that 
the college bas applied for, and 
received, an award under this 
program. 
The funds will be used to 
continue the expanc;ion ~ the 
college's internsbip and 
Cooperative Education 
Program beyond the boun-
daries of the college district. 
This expansion provides 
practical training experi",nces 
needed by the school's 
vocational students. 
Now is the time to make 
your choice. Because 
every ArtCarved college 
ring - from handsome 
traditional to contem-
porary styles - is on sale 
00\\1 You'll be impressed 
\\ith the fine ArtCarved 
craftsmanship that's 
backed by.a Full Lifetime 
Warranty. And you'll 
appreciate the .imings. 
Don't miss out! 
'; . "Qu(lli~): 
71Je Craftsmanship. 
71Je Reu'ard lou Desenoe. 
JAN. 
18,19 & 20 
Date 
., 1987 ArtCarwd Class Rings. 
10AM-3PM 
Time 
STVDEN"f 
CENTER 
Place 
Deposit Required [III -=-
Inauguration of Bush entails 
a five-clay commemoration SAVES PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS 
TIME AND MONEY! (UPI) - George Bush's 
plunged into a five-day ex-
tra vaganza of inaugural 
celebrations Wednesday with a 
promise to strike out on issues 
of his own while building on the 
"proud record" of an eight-
year Reagan presidency, 
The formal opening 
ceremonies for the bicen-
tennial inauguration were 
scheduled for the Lincoln 
Memorial, where organizers 
arranged a massive fireworks 
display, a f1yover by Navy jets 
and - to dramatize Bush's 
campaign theme of a 
"thousand points of light" -
distributed small flashlights to 
the public. 
The formal twilight 
ceremony with celebrity en-
tertainment was open to the 
public at no charge, in stark 
contrast to the most expensive 
event of the five-day period -
a $l,500-a-head dinner at three 
locations Wednesday night. 
Bush will take the oath of 
office in a brief ceremony at 
the Capitol at noon Friday, mt 
the numerous official dnd 
unofficial inaugural parties, 
Inaugural aired 
on WSIU-FM 
WSIU-FM, 91.9, and 
National Public Radio 
will provide live 
coverage of the 
inauguration of George 
Bush as the nation's 41st 
president Friday. 
Coverage, scheduled 
from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m., 
will take place from the 
west front of the Capitol 
in WastUngton, D.C. 
WSIU-FM will preempt 
Karl Haas' "Adventures 
in Good Music," nor-
mally heard at 11 a.m .. 
galas, balls and praye~ ser-
vices were scheduled to last 
through Sunday. 
Much to the relief of 
organizers, forecasts called 
for Washington's weather to 
range from balmy to 
moderate. Four years ago, 
bitter cold forced Ronald 
Reagan's second oath-taking 
ceremony indoors and the 
massive inaugdral parade was 
canceled. 
At the GOP gathering, Bush 
praised Reagan's tenure In the 
Oval Office, noting "it won't be 
easy" to say gooobye to the 
president this week, 
"1 don't believe I'd be 
standing here as president-
elect of the United States if it 
weren't for the way he treated 
me as the vice president and 
rolled up his sleeves and went 
to w;)rk for me" in the cam-
paign, Bush said. 
Speaking to the teachers, 
Bush renewed his campaign 
pledge to be "the education 
president," vowing to create 
and strengthen programs 
"that reward excellence, raise 
standards, expand choice, 
publicize success and keep the 
attention and effort of 
Americans concentrated on 
education reform and further 
improvement. " 
The five days of official 
celt'brations, which also mark 
the 200th anniversary of the 
presidency, are estimated to 
cost about $25 million. 
HOW '1 NORKS: 
• Professors give us lecture notes. old tests. sections ot 
books and othe: classroom ma!enals 
• Kinko's photocopies them and returns your original 
• Kinko's assembles the meterials into book term 
• Kinko's distributes your materials to the slude'1ts 
kinko's® 
the copy center 
549-0788 • OPEN 24 HOURS 
Republican National Committee realizes 
a need to appeal to minorities in society 5 PPORT GROUP 
WASHINGTON (SHNS) -
President-elect Bush, his chief 
of staff and the new 
Republican Party chairman 
all told party leaders Wed-
nesday that it's time they got 
serious about appealing to 
black voters. 
Bush spoke to the 
Republican National Com-
mittee, which rubber-stamped 
his choice of his campaign 
manager, Lee Atwater, 37, to 
be party chairman. 
"Our party needs to have a 
broader base with stronger 
participation from all groups," 
Bush said. 
STRIEGEL ANIMAL HOSPITAL 
is pleased to announce 
the addition of 
DR. JOHN D. ROl\1INES 
to our professional staff. 
Dr. Romines is now taking 
appointmenis. 
457·4133 
Backgammon 
Tournamcznt 
fiCO-I Qualifivr 
Time: 7:00 p.m 
When: January 31,1989 (Tuesd.iy) 
Cost:$3.00 Entry Fee 
Where: Kaskaskia Room 
(2nd floor Student Center) 
. 1/2 hour time limit; Race to 5 
·EliminJtion will be based upon 
rhe numocr of participants. 
Entry f. lmlS can be picked up 
~lt the howling desk in the Studer.t 
enter Recreation Area. 
rM more information call 453-2803 
A', 2 A 
... , ~, . ~ .... 
. \ ~. } 
/\ 
Earlier, Bush's chief of staff, 
John Sununu, told the p.Ne 
that Bush was determined to 
rebuild GOP ties to black 
voters, who in recent years 
have given the party only 10-15 
percent of their votes. 
"George Bush is committed 
to reaching out," Sununu said. 
This ongoing group is tor people who test HN posihve. 
people living with ARC (PWARC). and people living with AIDS (PWA). 
If you are interested in this group. call 
Calhy at 536-4441 or Ray at 453-5371. 
Co-sponsored by the SIU C Wellnf:ss Center, Counseling 
Center, RehabilitOtion Institute and the Jackson County 
.~-;::~... Pa"of"ourSI~~~~~~~!~ ram 
lETr PIIIJIiE 
* * * FEATURING PADRE'S PREMIERE ACCOMMODATIONS * * * 
SAIDA TOWERS SHERATON SOUTH PADRE GULF POINT CONDOMINIUMS 
To Sign Up 27 
Or For More Info :=. $ 2 · 
Dawn or Amy w~.==.$315 
549-0201 AH'_'ty_rOORSK • 
YOUR TRIP INClUDES: 
Seven nlghtl ~KM'S at one at our 
elCi!ing condomtniUm Of hotel ~es 11 
South Padre Island witholJl a doubt the 
hoIt .... ..,.,.. ... tIIe Island during opr"'9. AI 
located right In the very_rolthestrp. 
Each has a nic:a pool, Bun deck, tennis courts 
and some of the honest night lila during 
spring, See trrp spor'lsor for speeitic 
acoommodaIion details. 
Tranoponation package 1ncI'- round trip 
motor coach transponaUon to your 
accommodations in South Padre lS.tand. 
THE BEST OF EVERYlHING l~ INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK! :~~ - ule the new ... t 1I,Ie 
• Pool _ part ... and actMieo INuring our 
lamous Ecilo beIy \lop cont""'-
• OpbonaISJ:CUfSK'I1I avanabla i'tlo Mezico and 
more. 
• (hi! &.8f'Vk:es 01 ful rima uavel repre:s.Wl:BlMJs. 
to " .. ow part ... and tal<egreat caRl 01 you .. 
-. 
• All wes and 9'81udiel. 
* Best Accommodations -
Guaranteed 
OurletCmmodlllltRSs,urpus.tht 
CDmp~ltfQOlllqu'litv 
Ple.58 Compare 
Best location in 
Padre 
Dcln'lletlpoDtloallQnfUinvour 
(rip· {the radr. strip ..... 
lorm""!1 
* Shouting Distance 
from Everything 
Thelopblrs.restJurams 
, "'fesan;ttrutOncef1S 
{not a wi ride awa,. 
lake other tnps) 
. Top of the line 
luxury Coaches 
for I~t mttf1 Cl'r.llor:atlte party 
ltl~ to r-jGl"d~ 
Pool Deck Parties 
"',f • ~"'f~' ~ ::l~e~' :-t'l\~, ~ 
S~:..!t. f'.ji~·f I~'F' 
I 
OFFICIAL SIU TEXTBOOKS 
If laving Money 
II your Bag ••• 
One stop and you 
are ready for classes 
tv10RE 
School Supplies 
MORE 
Art Supplies 
MORE 
MORE 
USED 
BOOKS 
, Drafting Supplies FROM 
710 MORE 
Free Parking 
Be Sure You 
Have Our Bagl 
Special Hours: 
Thursday, January 19 
Bam - Bpm 
BOOKSTORE 
BOOK STORE 
Supplies 
Official S.I.U. Textbooks, 
710 s. Ijjjnv~.;. 
549·7304 
Friday & Saturday, January 20 - 21 
8:30am - 5:30pm 
~~~ ....... ~ ___ a_IfI!iiIn' ___ "'.d __ """""'''''~1 h!1Iil!IMi. ..... dltlH ~',....:.J,I ... ild· _""i!IIif(";'io~~~; .~ 
Gunman's dress, actions show milita hangup 
STOCKTON, Calif. (UPI)-
The young gunman who 
sprayed an elementary school 
playground with automatic 
weapon fir'!, killed five pupils 
and woundefi 30 others before 
committing suicide once at-
tended lIle same school but his 
record showed normal 
behavior, police said Wed-
nesday. 
Patrick Purdy, 26, attended 
the Cleveland Elementary 
School from Sept. 2, 1969, 
throughNov.15,l973and "was 
promoted through the grades, 
had all his shots and his health 
appeared to be good and 
normal," Police Capt. Dennis 
Perry, the chief investigator 
for Tuesday's maSSfacre, told a 
news conference. 
PURDY. WEARING black 
work boots, jeans and a 
camouflage shirt over a fla~k 
jacket, used a Chinese-made 
AK-47 to cut down the 
youngsters before taking out a 
9mm ?istol and firing a fatal 
shot into his left temple. 
Juvenile 
confronted 
by police 
NEW ORLEANS (UPO 
Authorities charged a 16-year-
old boy with two counts of 
attempted murder for firing at 
officials at Kennedy High 
School after a cl>.ase through 
the school 
Erroll Hall surrendered 
Tuesday in the boy's gym 
where officers with drawn 
~w. N~o:::X::s h'::in s:~ 
minute chase. 
The student at Gregory 
Junior High School was booked 
on juvenile ~harges of two 
counts of attempted murder, 
two cvunts of aggravated 
a'lS8ult and carrying a COD-
cealed weapon - a .38-caliber 
revolver with a 4-incb barrel. 
Police said they had no 
motive for the youth's actions 
and did not know wby he was 
carrying a gun. 
The incident began sbortly 
after noon when security 
guard Virgil Sorina saw the 
youth heading toward the 
school. Sorina said be knew the 
boy did not belong OD the 
campus. 
"1 turned my vehicle and 
when I got abreast of him, he 
ducked behind a tree and 
pulled out a large revolver and 
pointed it at me," Sorina said. 
The youth then jumped a 
fence and ran toward the 
schoo; building. Witnesses said 
he dashed through the 
hallways and climbed out onto 
the roof, waving his pistoL 
Teachers and coacbes or-
dered their students to duck 
and get out of the way, and 
police were alerted. 
"The young man jumped 
from the second floor onto the 
frrst floot:" and ran with the gun 
and disappeared out of 
nowhere, and the next thing I 
seen police and security 
guards running around after 
him," student Hilton LaSalle 
said. 
Police joined Sorina and 
several school officials in the 
chase. Sorina said the yO\lth 
suddenly ran toward Bayou St. 
John, which courses alongside 
the campus, jumped in the 
water and fired at them. 
"He jumped into the bayou 
fully clothed, wit1:t ~ gun in 
his hand. At thiS bme, be 
pointed the weapon a.t me 
again and ~e .pomted It the 
assistant prmclpal and at the 
security counselor." 
Perry said he could offer no -. 
definite explanation for what Perry said he could 
triggered Purdy's murderous 
attack but said "he obviously offer no definite 
~~,m'litary hangup of some explanation for what 
Perry ,"xplained that a triggered Purdy's 
search of Purdy's motel 
discovered be had 100 plastic, murder?us attack but 
green toy soldiers, Jeeps and said "he obviously 
tanks "spread all over the 
room, shower and in the had a military hangup 
freezer." They, he added, 
appeared "to be in some or- of some type. " 
der." 
HIS CAMOULF AGE shirt 
was lettered with "PLO" 
"Libya," "Earthman" on the 
front and on the back 
"Freedom" and "Death to the 
Great Satin (sic)," Perry said, 
adding he probably meant 
"Satan." 
A camouflage cloth was also 
found in the room, the captain 
said, and it was lettered with 
"V for ViI;tory" and "F for 
Freedom." There was also a 
six· pointed star with a 
darkened circle in the middle, 
he said. 
And, as Perry's team of 
detectives sought explanations 
for the tragedy, Cleveland 
Elementary resumed 
~C~~f t~~. to H~~e~fr U.e o~~~ 
enrolled students showed up 
for class. On hand were 30 
grief counselors prepared to 
meet 'ndividually or in groups 
with the terrorized pupils and 
parents. 
FIVE BIG yellow school 
buses pulled up' at the school, 
and there were only three or 
four youngsters in eacb. They 
stared in bewilderment at the 
police lines :md crowd of 
newspersons on band. 
Stockton Unified Scbool 
District officials said about 70 
percent of the students at 
Cleveland Elementary were 
Southeast Asian. 
"Right now I don't let my 
children go back to school until 
things settlL down," S&mchit 
Koy, a Cambodian mother of 
three, said. She added that 
many parents believe Asians 
were Purdy's "deliberate 
targets." 
AND ONE mother not afraid 
to send her 6-year-old son 
Brian back to school despite 
having another son wounded in 
the slaughter said the younger 
boy was only one of three third-
grade students to return 
because 6-year-old classmate 
Sakhim An was one of the 
mortally wounded. 
Janet Taylor, wife of a 
California Highway 
Patrolman, said Brian would 
not talk about the attack upon 
his return home Tuesday af-
ternoom, "He asked his dad to 
buy him a bullet· proof vest," 
the mother said. 
"He was so frightened he 
wouldn't let me out of his Sight, 
he wouldn't go to the bathroom 
without me," she said. One-on-
one counseling in the morning 
enabled him to conquer his 
fears and resume classes, she 
said. 
Capt. Perry said PurJy 
expended as many as 106 
bullets in firing his AK-47. He 
said the killer used a rotary 
magazme and a banana clip. 
He had a box containing three 
additional banana clips. 
THE CLIP found in the rifle 
had "SSA" on it, Perry said 
but could offer no explanation. 
On the stock, the officer said, 
was the word "Hezbollah" 
believed a reference to the 
Palestinian terrorist grcup, 
Perry said, 
NG SPRING 1989 ?BHl???? 
HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR GRADUATION m?HHmn 
IF NOT, YOU MUST DO SO I"',MEDIATELY. 
THE DEADLINE TO APPLY COR MAY 1989 GRADUATION 
IS JANUARY 20, 1989. 
t.PPlICAT!ONS ARE AVAILABLE AT ADMISSIONS AND 
RECORDS, WOODY HALL RECORDS SECTION, OR FROM 
Tres 
Ir'=c31 HOD}~!!! .. ~ 
m ·rhe -~ Ciordons I Country Blues and Bluegrass YOUR ADVISEMENT CENTER. APPLICATIONS MUST BE 
FILLED IN AND RETUR"ED TO ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS, 
RECORDS SECTION, BY THE DEADLINE, FRIDAY, 
JANl!ARy 20, 1989. YOU DO NOT NEED TO TAKE THE 
APPLICATION TO THE BURSAR. THE FEE WILL APPEAR 
ON YOUR NEXT BURSAR STATEMENT. 
DEADLINE ---fI<IDAY, JANUARY 20,1989. 
ffi_ 9pm·Close 
m smrr;'''W41 $1.25 
or orono $1.25 ~ ~I 11'". Washington 
-~'~!~I=l 
rtrestone.LUBE;<HL 
MasterCare Service Centers : s lCP~TER 
aUUIOnDfiLE 
1203 E MAin ST 
529-]136 .... .JII 
MONDAY·SA TURDAY 
OPEN 7:30AM 
OPf'J SUNDA Y 10:30 
FinALLY. 
TflKmG CfI~E OF 
YOUR (fiR IS no 
BIG DEAL! 
SPECIAL TIRE PURCHASE 
TRIUMPH 4·PACK 
All s.a.on St_lleltM .... '.1. 
Pick your .' ..... Plck your price 
13"1~~~1~ 
,,1758OR
0
13$16 14 • for 
18575R-1~ 20575Rol~ 
19575R0 1$ 
15" ,1f!t"5 ~?O 
1 Most cars. Includes L __ ~.!'!~IS.;!" __ .J 
-. 
tOHPU1ERIZEO 
fiLlCiHHEHT 
128..?c. 21575R·15 23575Ro 15 : 348t 
I_Bu~Io"""'._.~~~._·., 1·_r._pouga'lIIe '-  _,_ 1 .... _01 ·TmflUUI • 
I""" '" -.y and -.... =~"=n- . Ker __ and___ I 'c:n ,.,. .... en ...... 
1 It sn" ¥&GEl 1I,;==::o.;;;:m7.i_Hc.aii::::::~~~~~~~~~=~=~~ I Tr ......... V-6ong"-. ar aona..& 11=::;;:1 ---~:u~~V'i~~~~~i~t~ic:?"~~'! ~i~ 
L_~,!R!.~~!!,_ Carbondale. 529-3136 ,L_~R!~~!:'.. 
Before You Buy a Tire, 
Call Us We'll Match Any Price In Town. 
~I~I= 
C3C~~ 
I';lg,' In. Il:!il~ Eg~·pl1an. January 19 1989 
Lawsuits filed. again~t det..:tor for 'love surgery' 
DA YTO:X, Uhio (UPl) - A 
gynecologist accused of 
performing unorthodox 
surgery on women's genitals 
has offered to surrender his 
license, but officials likely will 
reject his proposal unless it is 
unconditional, a State Medical 
BOCird spokeswoman said 
Wednesday. 
Press corp 
blasted by 
Ford, Carter 
NEW YORK <uP!) 
Former President Gerald 
Ford said Wednesday, the 
Washington press corps has 
done a "lousy job" covering 
the deficit and reporting on 
what he labeled the "terrible" 
way Congress has handled the 
nation's $: trillion budget. 
Former President Jimmy 
Carter, in a joint press con-
ference at Coiumbia 
University after a symposium 
on the media, nodded in 
agreement when Ford said: 
"The press hal> let both the 
White House and Congress fuzz 
over the deficit. The press has 
done a lousy job of writing 
about the deficit and President 
Carter and I call the deficlt the 
NO.1 priority." 
Asked how the press could do 
a better job, the Republican 
Ford replied: 
"In the first place, i don't 
think the press had done an 
adequate job of reporting on 
the lmplicatiODS of the deficit. 
And I think Congress has done 
a terrible job of handling a $1.1 
trillion budget. There is no 
system. It is a shambles. 
"I do not believe the press 
has done an adequate job 
reporting on that either.This is 
a complex, non-sexy issue that 
does involve our future. The 
press should show the 
economic complexities of the 
deficit. 
" At some point we both 
agree it could become a very 
critical issue. " 
Ford and Carter met with 
reporters after speaking in-
form. Jy during the sym-
posium, titled "The Press, the 
President and the First 
Hundred Days." 
The sumposium focused on 
presidentiP I dealings with the 
press and gave Carter and 
Ford a chance to predict hw 
George Bush will deal with the 
media after his inauguration 
as president. 
"The first days of a new 
Jl5eSidency are pivotal in 
deciding the issues of national 
concern for the next four 
years," said Everete E. 
Dennis, executive director of 
the Gannett Center fur Medta 
Studies, which sponsored the 
symoosium. 
"The scope of public 
discussion and debate is 
shaped by the symbiotic 
agenda-setting of the president 
and the press, each making its 
own choices in determining 
what is newsworthy." 
Carter and Ford said Bush 
shouldn't count on continuing 
what they called the press 
honeymoon enjoyed by 
President Reagan. Carter and 
Ford said they deplored media 
use of reports based on 
anonymous sources during 
Reagan's administration and 
the administrations of t.ther 
presidents. 
The Democrat Carter ap-
plauded the "USA T'lday" 
newspaper for a policy that 
bars reports quoting 
unidentified sources. He 
recommended su'"h a p'llicy to 
all media. 
The board has charged Dr 
James Burt, 67, of Dayton with 
"gross immorality" for 41 
offenses, most stemming from 
his self-described "Iove 
surgery" to alter women's 
genitals, supposedly to in-
crease their sexual respon-
siveness. 
At least 11 lawsuits have 
been fued agair.,.t Burt from 
women alleging the su-gery 
caused sexual dysfun.;:tion, 
infections. chro:lic pain, m-
contmence and the need for 
correctl ve surge -y. 
Burt's lawyer. Earl Moore, 
said his client v. ould agree to 
surrender his li,~ense on the 
condition it does·J ot constitute 
an admlsslOr. ,)f gUilt, and If 
the bOiJrd Cancels a Jan. 31' 
heanng ulto it!> charges 
against him. 
Moore said he submitted a 
written offer Tuesday in 
Columbus at the state attorney 
general's office, which will 
present the board's case 
TEXTBOOKS? 
UBS ~s TEXTBOOK 
HEADQUARTERS for the busy SIU 
student. Textbooks for ALI .. of your 
SIU classes are available at ~11r 
convenient location in the SIU 
Student Center. 
USED BOOKS? 
UBS HAS THEM! 
agam"t BUrl who relired 
Friday. clo:;mg hi!> Centerville 
office 
"Thl~ agreement sha II 
cOill>titute a final and per· 
manent surrender of James C 
Burt's certificate to practit'<' 
medic me and surgery." :\10I.'·l' 
said. 
Shop early for best selection, 
remember ... you save 25% on your 
books when you buy them used! 
WE'RE HERE 
TO SERVE YOU! 
We work long and hard during 
the year to make sure all your 
textbooks are on the shelf when you 
come back to school. Check us out, 
we have more books on the shelf 
than ever before ... spend your 
textbook dollars where they will do 
YOU the most good! Money spent 
at UBS goes back into the operation 
of your Student Center.' So buy 
your textbooks at the 
University Bookstore, 
the best place to sho~ .. _. 
for your textbooks! 
OPEN 
Tues.-Thurs., 
8:00-8:00 
Fri., 8:00-5:30 
Sat.,. 10:00-3:00 
IF • 
I VISA 
leBi#§fU' I_I I . - J 
f:-I 
~I""-->--~~~ __ ~l._ 
Itudent centel 
5S6- SS21 
.. 
Tax scheme foiled 
by Supreme Court 
WASHINGTON (uP!) -
The Supreme C('urt struck 
down Wednesday a West 
Virginia property tax scheme 
requiring recent purchasers of 
r"al estate to pay dramatically 
I'igher property taxes than 
:.,ng-time residents who own 
, \ lid of comparable value. 
f'he court said the system 
'-",ed by tax assessors in 
"bster County, W.Va., 
. scriminated against coal 
ming companies and other 
IVcomers in violation of the 
'Institution's Equal 
otection Clause. 
l'he court's decision, though 
,'ltten narru\r!v to focus on 
large tax rate disparities;n 
'I>ster Count\". could en-
Irage lawsuits by other 
! .'perty owners around the 
,ntry who pay higher taxes 
t: "n their neighbors. 
\t issue are property tax 
jJdiicies that base the a.mount 
0; tax on the actual price paid 
f,,' the land - which means 
th"t new property owners 
fn'quently PI!)' higher rates 
thc,n neighbors for land of 
a h)ut the same worth. 
,n iI.validating the Webster 
(,lunty system, the justices 
":d tt~y saw no constitutional 
(~,'fects in West Virginia law, 
\\ ilich requires that property 
assessed at 50 pe:rcent of the 
pric~ paid in recent tran-
-i'ctions. 
I'he problem arises, the 
court said, when local 
assessors fail to adjust the 
value of adjacent land that has 
not changed hands. 
"Viewed in isolation, the 
assessments for (the 
newcomners') property may 
fully comply with West 
Virginia law," the court said. 
"But the fairness of one's 
allocable share of the total 
propel:Y tax burden can only 
be meaningfully evaluated by 
comparison with the shan" of 
others Similarly situated 
relative to their property 
holdings." 
"The relative un-
dervaluation of comparable 
property in Webster County 
over time therefore denies 
petitioner the equal protection 
of law," the court said. 
Webster' County Assessor 
Dana Lynch predicted the 
ruling will have serious 
economic consequences for the 
county. 
"In the long-term, I see this 
county either going in a 
bankrupt stage or something 
near it, or a large increase in 
excess levies on property 
owners to pay these coal 
companies," he said. 
E. Barrett Prettyman Jr., 
who represented the coal 
companies, said the ruling 
"stopped in its tracks" a 
growing trend of burdening 
new residents with higher 
property tax rates. 
, - •. 611 Dee n PIZZIl '" 
.... iso ~-:i', 
</1-, The Best Place For @ ~ 
Deep Pan Pizza And Beer ~O'-, 
$1.00 Giant Egg Roll 
$1.00 Fried WonTon 8 pes 
$1,00 Large Shrimp Kabab 5 pes 
$2.00 Fried Bay Shrimp 60 pes 
$2.50 Crab Rangoon 6 pes 
$3.00 Fried Chicken Wings 1 doz 
" .¢~~19 cil 611 S. Illinois Ave· On the Strip 
~> Fast, Free Delivery 549-8178 
ClflO nee 
12" Single -Salcz 
Now 50% off 
Hundreds In Stock 
including Soul, Pop, 
House,Rock,Dance 
How Pricvd 
.50 -1.50 
Jump on It! 
"MUSIC YOU CAN AffORD" 
Pagt' 18. Daiiy Egyptian. January 19. 1989 
Bullet proof 
James Prowell, executive director of the 
Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, left, 
and Art Wright, spokesman for the car-
bondale Police Dept., display a bullet-proof 
vest at the University Mall. The vests will be 
worn by Carbondale police officers. 
HAPPY HOUR BUFFET 
2 for the price of 1 drinks 
529-2424 
(3 drink minimum) j50¢'··drafts·1 
-............................................................................... ~ 
Join us for the Best 
tI-m;m.y Hour in town 
with ~ full buffet 
. and great 
drink specials! 
RAMADA 
INN 
Rt. 13 West 
Carbondale 
Register now for spring workshops 
~1kr 
Matting and Framing 
Japanese Bookbinding 
Marbelizing Paper 
Raku 
Parent/Kid Clay 
Papermaking 
Landscape Painting 
Kid's Kites 
Kid's Mixed rtfldia 
Beginning Pottery 
Kid's Clay 
Basic Wood 
Make a Lamp 
Portraits 
'Pholll" 
Baskets 
Open Studio • 
Guitar 
Origami 
Kid's Jewelry 
Patchwork Quilts 
Cake Decorating 
Crall .,hop - I:.:I-:{tijtj 
\\'000 Shop - :.j(j-~I~I 
Tht' C.-all Shop i, locau'd al Ilu' lIonhend "llhe 
Big :\Iudd\ Roolll. in III<' haM'melll Jt-wl of Ill(' 
Siudelll C'·lIIl'l. S(JlIlhern IIlilloi, l·ninni,,· al 
Callxmdalt-. 
Student 
wins top 
internship 
By ThereslIlIvlngston 
SlaffWriler 
0/ ~~v~rt~~e~~de~~l:c~~d 
nationally to receive a Sl,OOO 
scholarship and an editing 
internship this summer. 
Loria Roberson, junior in 
journalism, was notified in 
December that she had been 
chosen for the program this 
summer. 
"I found out the Thursday of 
finals week, so I had a little bit 
extra to celebrate," she said. 
The award is comprised of 
the scholarship, a required 
two-week prepara tory 
seminar at Virginia Com-
,nonwealth University and a 
paid internship at The Palm 
Beach Post in Palm Beach, 
Fla. 
"The program bE-gins May 
21. I will go straight from 
finals into this," she said. 
Roberson submitted an 
application to the program, the 
1989 Newspaper Editing Intern 
Program for College Juniors, 
in late October. 
She then was required to 
take an hour-long, supervised 
test consisti~g of story writing 
and editing, current events 
and grammar. 
Although designed with 
minorities in mind, the 
program does not exclude 
4 C 
COPIES 
8.5x:1' Or 8.5.1('4 whne . self serve 
OPEN: Mon·Thurs B-m,Cnlle 
Fri 8-6. Sat 1()'6. Sun ,.g 
KOPIES & MORE 
'607 S. Illinois Ave. 
(Across from Gatsby's) 
529-5679 
. 
Loria Roberson 
other students interested in a 
career in journalism. 
"A lot of people said that it 
was really competitive, so I 
didn't know what to expect," 
she said. 
After being notified Ilf the 
award, Roberson had to 
reapply directly to The Post as 
a new employee, submitting a 
resume and a cover letter 
explaining her intentions for 
her new position. 
"I expect that it will be 
really good experience. I'm 
sure I'll make mistakes but I 
think I'll adapt quickly," she 
said. 
"I will be working closely 
with someone experienced in 
the field. Since I am new at 
this, I expect tha t they will be a 
little more lenient with me, but 
that they will want quality 
work," she added. 
The award covers all costs 
involved with the program 
except housing during the 
internship. 
"They will pay for all of my 
travel expenses as well as the 
seminar," she said. 
~ 
"-
Rapertory 
dance tryouts 
to be held 
The Sou them Illinois 
Repertory Dance Theatre will 
be holding dance auditions for 
"Apprentices" at 7: 30p.m. 
tonight in DaVIes Gym. Room 
213 
The audition is open to the 
public and will consist of a 
bailet bar and modern and jazz 
cl'mbinations. Persons 
auditioning should come 
dressed to dance and should 
enter Davies by the front door 
and follow the signs. 
The danne company will be 
performing at the Herrin Civic 
Center in February and on 
campus in April. 
Artist's exhibit 
shown at gallery 
in Carbondale 
The recent works of artist 
William H. Thielen are now on 
display at the Associated 
Artists Gallery, 213 S. Illinois 
Ave. 
The collection includes 
Thielen's painted sculptures 
and drawings, which will be on 
exhibit until Feb. 4. 
The exhibit will end with a 
clfsing reception from 5 to 7 
p.L .. , Feb. 4. 
Gallery hours are Tuesday 
to Saturday at 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
" 
...., 
~. (0 L E) <i 
r LADIES' N(GHT , 
No Cover for the 
Ladies 
~~1.00 fimarcztto Stonczfl • 
• Sours • 
.s.,,;'" _".".~""w.h" • d.~", 0.' .~k • 
POOL 519 S. ILLINOIS FOOSBALL 
B,md4. 
a Travel Service, Ltd. 
701 South University Avenue 
t:arboudale.lllinois 62901 C~ 
618/549-7347 
Beat the high cost of going (0 college. 
Take advantage of Amtrak's multi-ride ticket 
and SAVE UP TO 40°0' Plus, the ticket is 
valid for an entire year. 
So. every time you travel to Chicago. you 
can do it for the best price possible. 
For more information. call your travel 
agent or call Amtrak at I -800-USA-RAIL. 
Some restrictions may apply 
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Daily Egyptian 
Classified 
536-3311 -V(.i4 
-DIRECTORY 
I'or Sale: 
Auto 
Parts & Services 
Motorcycles 
Recreational Vehicle< 
Bicycles 
Homes 
Mobile Homes 
Real Estale 
Antiques 
Books 
Cameras 
Compull'r:-; 
Elcclronic' 
Fumjtur~ 
~Iusi<'al 
Pets & Supplies 
Sportln~ Good, 
MisccllJnc(1u5" 
Help WalLt"J 
EmploYll\~nL \Vd.n:l..~d 
Servi~es Orfered 
Wantt'd 
Adoption 
Losl 
Found 
For ReOl: 
Apartmcn: 
HOlJ.",C's 
Mobile II,,," 
Townhoml!!'> 
Duple.cs 
Rooms 
Roommah':::-. 
Mobde H,,"l<' Lots 
Businc~:- i-rc1t)<,'rty 
Wanted [,' K':nl 
Suhk",,' 
Rilks~.:. 
RiJe" :\ 
AlH.."llon -' 
Yard S,,!· .. 
Fro" 
Rusmcs:-. ~; . 1 t'...initil' .... 
Enlertain" ., 
AnnOUTlc...':'h':jl.<: 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIN(; RATES 
(bued M c:on.o;.c::culi,;c running datc:.?l) 
I day._ ....... 64¢ per line. per day 
2 days .. _ ..... 59~ per line, per day 
3-4 days ..... S3c per linc, per day 
5 days ......... 47 C per line, per day 
6-9 days.. ... 41 c pa line, per day 
10-\9 days.38¢ per line, per day 
20 or more 32¢ Ilt.'f line, pt'T day 
Minimum Ad StI.c: 3 line,. 
30 ch.ar;u:ll'r~/ljnc 
Copy D(,,~1,i~li"h.'. I~ N(lpn. 
1 day prior \\' p, .. hlie'ILion 
Vi.:a,l?..1:>:'!"il :l'd A(T~l\tl..·d 
Credit 4,.·ard 
through lhi..' or OV ... :T 
the phnTll" .~~~ .' I.lilh:d 1;) 
under S'~\J 
CLASSIFIED mSI'L,\\, M)\TRI1-;I't; 
Open RalC ............ S6.15 pet' column inch. p,-r' , 
Minimum Ad Si;oc: I column inch 
Space Resen'ation Deadline: 2 p.m" 2 days prior eo 
p:.l,lication 
Requirements: All I column dassifiL~j di~pl;" "h·crtis<·I1I<·n" 
are required [0 ha.·c a 2-point border. Olhel i'.'f .~,." arc 
accC'plah1c on laq;cr coJumn widths. Rever,,: .... \t.·rli.'emL·I!!· 
arc noc acceplable in classified display. 
SI.OO for each addieional inch. I C 
Artwork eharge .. S 1 00 
Pholograph char£L .. S5.00 
MaXlJ!l \.~ Silt!: 
1 ('1,1 • 11-, inches 
Space Rescrvation Deadline: 2 p.m .. 2 da). ;" "'r 10 
publication 
Rcquircrnent>: Smile ad ratcs ar" Jcsigncd I,' ",cd by indio 
viduals or organil.arions for (l<.'fsonaJ advert iSI!.c . - binhd.ys, 
anniversaries. congralulalions. etc. and not fl~' ,dillmcrciaJ 
use or to annOUnCl! events. 
1996 NIS, 
1983 NIh':"': 
JAule 6b7. 
~--
::NTRA. $2995 
a S1995. Zand 
__ 2271Aa8J 
I:: AutomotIve I :!.r;:~;~, .~;.O~~ c!J.·;II~ L... ~ ........ __________ ........ ..J. ~ 53.450 1.' c_ ",0 
7~ MERCURY MONTEGO 4 dr 
~y good running condil*on, body 
ITo:8s.t25 coli 529 5J~5Ao81 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICIfS 
from S 100. Fo .. d$.. Mercede$. 
eo ... _. Chevy>. Surp/u •. 8uy ... 
G.oide. /II 805·687'6000 Ext. S· 
9501. 
2·3·89 0661Aa91 
1980 HONDA CIVIC ISOODX 3d< 
s.edan. 1800 engine, automatic, 
dean, in 8ac. cond., 51500. i· 
285·3574. 
1·30·89 2120Aa87 
1984 CI£VY CAVAllER,CS wagon, 
53troo ~S:9~~9b:.' 30 mpg • 
I ·20·R9 2130Aa81 
!r~~:!,~DJ.:\~'8lXi, ~"7: 
1890. ACIu~driu .... 
1·<0·89 21 43Aa81 
PLYMOUTH HORIZON: COALE 
1981 4 dr holchbock, blue. oc, 
~.condil'on, 52200 060. 549 
1·31·89 1612AgB8 
1977 PINTO, ~·'P.ed, om/1m 
_eo. 5625, day 453,6161,_ 
985,4931. 
1 ·27 -89 I 620"086 
1':4Ao81 
@3 TuYOTA >~YICA. 5 .p. loaded 
",,-loti 0P:"?":. b:.c condo Must sell 
S5,75O. To ,_,·4380. 
1-2089 1615Ao81 
79 CHEVE;'~ A lot 01 new porI, 
~~'C~rr ;~:~~9.37·71'ood. 
1·23·89 2277Ao82 
fOR SAlr IY77 VW Robbd. Good 
2~~;~on 457 ·8044 oItil ~~93 
1982 HXXlR Ford LTD. navy with 
i;r3.top. new tir •• , S 1500. 529· 
1·26·89 ISI2A085 
1984 ACCORD, 5 >pd, oc. ca". 
~~~~kCo,r!~;~~or A.king 
1·2J·e9 1518~~ 
1983 TOYOT .. TERCEL· 4dr hb 
air; 5 !pd, 52350. 57 ·6786 ;;(Ier i, ~ 
r"iJ.89 __ I 522Aa82 
1984 CHEVY CElfaRlTY auto;, 0". 
A-dr., om·fm stereo. 70K, e~cel 
cond, 52850 060. 549·0205 
1·27'89 2175A086 
1982 FUEGO. 5 'Pd, p>/Pb, air. 
50,xxx. mi. new alternoior. eJtC 
;~7i' muo! ...II. 52500 neg 457 
12789 2286 AoB6 
Daily Egyptian .• lanuary I~ 19H~. Pi1~(' I't 
1981 CHEVETTE •• dr. aulo, air 
condition, 82.JOlJl: ml .good cond 
Call 5.9·6430 leove ,,,,,,.age 
1·20 89 21 49A081 
1'/81 MAZDA 626 • dr. 5 ;pd, 
blue, e~celleo.l. condilion. S 1995, (011 5 .. 9 196 ... 
I 1789 2256Aa81 
1980 CHEVY CITATION. Very 
dependable. 51000·0BO, ha'ch· 
bock oulo window,& loc:~_ Call 
.. 57· .. 939 
1·30·89 1 .. 99A087 
HONDA CIVIC OX, 1985, aulo, air, 
~m·lm lope. excellenl cond .• 53 .... 
mi. Vicki 536·7763. eve ... 57· 
.. 996. 
127·89 
... " .••••• :.: ..... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .•.. : .. :.:·.:·:·:·:·.····:·:·:·:·:·:·:···.1. 
Parts and Services ::: 
........ < ...... : .. ; ...... : ...............•........................... -... . 
BICYCLES! BICYCLES' BICYClfS! 
All >peed" '>Die priced: Call 457· 
4238, """'" meuoge 
23·89 2127Ae91 
12.65 CLEAN. NEW lurnace. 
:~io~ ~si ;:j~~~""et~:19 
54700 neg 5 .. 9·7822. 
Ux~. 2 BDRM. nice.~~~: ~O, heat, low util., Tc'NO and 5235:)Y. 457·7730 aile, 5pm 
I ·26·B9 I 523Ag85 
NfCE. ClEAN. 12X60 2 hlrm. Big 
= :~~~~"::h:'~~'!'J 
dect $ .. 250. 457·893 .. Q( 536· 
6677 e." 26. 
1·23·89 2156A082 
!:.!r~!!~R .r~~T a~li~~~.:7. ' 
549·2054 or 529·4840. 
I ·23·89 160 1 AgB2 
1975 10XlO WINDSOR with 8_10 
lih-out. 2 belrm, ..,-d. fridge. >fove. 
ae. carpeted. SSOOO. 964·1609. 
L ... ~A_n_t_iq_I._9_S ____ _ 
CLEARANCE SALE: YESTERYEAR. 
142 .. Old W. main next 10 Turiey 
. p"rl<. Thun.·50I. 10· .. Jan. 19. 20. 
21.26, 27, 28 
1·2689 21 87Ai85 
14968087 l~:.5~9 2 BDRM fUR~I.4~~ 
home ... a.her·dryer. ac. nalural 1·.·.1·... :, I:; pelM27·60~.~ .. la.'!f~~~;~c.'l'~o~ gal fLlrnace and water heoter. .,...-- UD4 
Nice. ~ bcotion 1 ... 1e """" 01 L..:....o.-_ ................... "--___....;...J 1.30.89 22 .. 96087 I~r:: w.:::J.f::: .. ,:.-dd Apartm_nts ":"'J : ~~~;~~!:dS~ 
~3~ ~in2~7.m.i'2\7· ~ .d c::i~~lb"'9':~~':':' fum. 
~I:OW8904e-..nings 147~ ~~~f':m~~ J?: ~ , ~~~£~ APT. WEST2= 
!!l1~.~H~I~ .. t:':~ rec. clean. 529-3581 or 529· ' $135 mo. Call 457·7355 oIter 5 
" \~ J~ 
~R3L 
RENTALS 
Office At: 
501 E. College 
Sign now through 
spring semester 
and Royal Rentals 
will give you your 
choice of a T.V. 
or Microwave. 
MUKPHYS~ORO. I BDRM 
ins.uloled. gos heat, ac, fenced 
yo. rd. 687·1805 ... ening •. 
1·30·89 2152Bb87 
SAVe-CARBONDALE 1 bdrm. 
house 5200 mo low .'ili'ie>. yard. 
pel. OK 529· .. 562 lanylimel 
1·26·89 2263Bba .. 
MURPHYSBOR:J ;'URNISHEO 1 
belrm hou>e; 1 belr", opl.. newly 
renovaled l 1, or J! pe.r~nsl' Call 684·3842 belare 8 pm 
1·2S·89 2261Bba .. 
NEAT 2 BDRM ranch w'lh carport carpe:e~ •. AC 1/2 mil. no"h 01 
carbondale. 5330 mo. 549·2092 
l~;;~r' 1613BbsS 
FURNISHED 2 SEDRCX)M HOUSE 
apI. Newly remodeled. 606 E Pwl< 
SI. '·983·.t033. 
5·10·8 1501Bb153 
2 BDRM FURN or unfum. Wa.hOt· 
dryer. Iocililie>. lully carpeted. half 
m'le 10 campu •. 310 W Oak 457· 
6;;"~2 
1·2J·89 2163B6B2 
DESOTO·COUNTRY 2 bdrm. "rge 
~~~. ~.I~i98; .. app~ance>. 
1·3H!9 161611b88 
I NEAT 2 BEDRCXlM lor I per-.an. 
, g'" heal. ac, re"denliol area. walle 
10 campus. 549·3174. 
1·31-1!9 1619&88 
MOBilE HOME FOR rent. 2 
bedroom. So.,hern Mobile Home 
no. 20. $170 mo. 457-6079. 
1·24-89 22708c83 
FURNISHED MOBILE HOMES. 
rea>onabie. Aok lor Wallace 
Gli»Ol\ Court. 616 E. Pork. 457· 
6405 
1·30·89 21388c87 
~~5't:;., '1~";;,~. i~'~ 
r'~~n. Avail. now 4~~~~ .. 
A REAl. BARGAIN. This big 2 bdI'JJI 
01 Southern Parl< i. onl~O per 
~. Fumi.hed. go. . ~. 
! 25·89 1420.&B4 
~~ST:!r ~ ed,!n:· .. 57g 
and 3 bdrm. 14x80. One on 
t::S:" very nice. 529.ittt~87 
ARE YOU SHOIIT on tuna. 0Iier the 
hoIi~ We have two I:.drm. len 
IoaI wide ... bw as $125. Twelve 
IoaI wide.lrom $150 10 5180. pels 
0.k..529·~ 
1l~.5W. 2 BDRM. i.!1~~ 
::::t'i. t:t:.. -:::r. ~ $~.:O 
Phone 867·2346 oft. 5, .• 
1·23·89 211~ 
Imperial 
Apartments 
Renting for 
Spring Semester 
1 Bedroom & 
Efficiencif's 
Clean, Quiet· 
laundry Facilities 
549-6610 
By Appt. Only 
surE R NICE SINGLE or double 
occuponts.. Reten!ly remodeled 
~~:r' ~~'~~;["Ia:i (ho~~~J. 
reo~onoble roles. Call lllinoi" 
Mobile Home Renlal. 833·5 .. 75 
1·31·89 211S8c88 
2 AND 3 bdrm furn;Jled. RI. 51. 2 
mile. Norlh, 5190 mo. Edgewood 
Irob;le Home E~ale. 529·3331 
2·13·89 211 .. B<97 
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm 5175 
CO~i~~2~::r.r:\~;,"i\n86~: 
Carico 457 ·4 .. 22. 
2·13·89 2240B<97 
LOW COST SINGLE or double 
rotes. nalural 90' fumi~ed, ,torn" 
windo ..... weU ,nsulaled 529·19 .. 1, 
1·25·89 1381&8 .. 
SMAll 2 BDRM 5100, IS 2 bdrm 
~:!j\~;":'~;~.,!h;~i~yqi'~~: 
~r2i:s~S7·3S86 Iv m»gI~IWc~3 
IDEAL FOR SINGLES' Available 
now! ond Spring' One bedroom, 
'um;.hed dean. no pets. S 135 mo. 
Between SIU and Lc.gan. 549-6612 
'H7 ~8":·3002 nile. 1196.&86 
QUIET COUNTRY SETTING! 2 
bdrm •• clean. no pel •• $175 mo. 
Selween SIU and logan. 5 .. 9-6612 
day. 549·3002 r.ilo. 
1·27·89 11956c86 
2 BDRMS. FURN. p-i>ale coun.:J. 
~.l:~i.I~':'. ~':f~ gr . 
1·31·89 1257&88 
~~Lf:m~..!j. n fr'':;'a:' 
""""'il. 6·10 pm. 5 .. 930 .. 3. 
2·16·89 1 2"Z8c1 00 
S125! S135! 51501 51601 
Available now. Nice Cleon 2 
belrms. 2 mi North. Hurry I 549· 
3850. 
1·19·89 13218.:80 
REMODELED TRAlLEQS FOR ren!. 2 
and 3 belrm. avaiL Localed behind 
Univorwly MaU. 982·297 ... 
2·8·89 14456c9 .. 
SAVE S .. O PER monlh. 2 bdrons. 
Idea! 101 couple or single. Now 
516010 SIJO.Ouiet. dO..,IoSIU. 
2~:"r>;;:~.e~~c~ 
Porl<. 
.. ·17·89 1393&136 
Country Club 
Circle 
SugarYree 
-Energy Efficient 
Living 
-Laundry IPoal 
-Minutes From 
Campus 
-Walk to University 
Mall 
-Eff. 1. 2. & 3 B/R 
Fur. & Unfur. 
-Now Leasing 
529-4611 
529-4511 
1195 E. Walnut 
8:30·5 M·F 
'~. 
'1 Dunn Apartments -
1 &2 Bedroom AQartments 
Small and large Efficiency 
Apartments Available 
$.00 Off Spring Semester lease 
• Pools • Tennis Courts 
• laundry Mat • Basketball Courts 
Water, Sewage and 
Trash Pick-up FurnisheJ 
250 S. lewis Ln. 457 - 2403 i:;,,:t~t~4rioo~~ :BiJlj;~ ns5Ba!!2 • ~0-89 2157B087; 457-4422 
fjC.i:9-8Dl . 1 .. 73AgS7' :!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII"'"IIIIIII'I!IIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIIUIIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJUIIIIIIIIIIlIllllIlltIIlIllIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ;: FM""--.... w===-.p ..... -. .............. r= .................... ='J 
Apartment Hunting? Real Estate 
12' WIDE MOBILE home with 2 
borns. on 6 1/2 rolli ng acrei. I 
E_cal .... bu~ding wte. all ulililie. in. 
=.;~ :ili:;a~i~:'~ : 
$25.000.549·7819. i 
I 27·89 151JAh86 ! 
.Paint jobs start 
at $300 
• Complete Auto 
Repair Center 
Radiator & 
Auto Center 
• Radiator 
Specialist 
TV RENTALS 
$25 month 
SJ'.LE 
~ = *FREE rides to campus & work ,.. il Come in and regisler ior 
A-1 TV 
457·7009 
715 S. Illinois 
:AC::;;;$ from 710 Rookslnrp'j 
! ~ oil change & 1~:eR:rE~-2 pack of Pepsi 
i ~ given away weekly 
, :: No Purcha.~c RCQlIircr! 
,! 550 N. University 529-1111 
;;JUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUliIlIlIIlIIlIIlllIllIIlIIlIllIllllllllllllllllmIllIllUlIIlilllllllllllllllll"11II1111111111111111111111111110111110 
Pa~t' 2u. Dally Egyp!i,m. January 19. 1989 
Ii.ntlo~ 
Park 7'.:;:on 2 bedroom arts, offer 
excellent location. separate dining 
rooms and walk-out balcony 
only $39.~ monthly. 
Unbl'atablL' Economy' 
Close 10 scho'll arid all new 
jtl.~lde. Ihis 2 br.trcl(lm duplex 
(~I/ Ellst Co/h'ge;s $350. 
Dcsoto is worth the drive. 
S/li5 tI/£lnth!y, !I(lurllWI/ 
nlll ural gas halt"d mw bedroom 
at $165, 
457·3321 
EXCEPTIONAL SPRING RATE 1<4 
wide Ironl and reer bdrm 1 1/2 
both. heell pumf" (urn., no pels 
r.::';;'~S08 ,f no am pi""", 
2:JH9 15OBB<98 
~:r~~~ i!~,w;2Wu:;:;;.";,~r~ 
1873 evening •. 
2-3·89 2i76&91 
COAlE. 2. RM. enid~cy. in town~ 
$ 185 mo, ",dude. u"~Ji ... DepeW!. ;e~;";iI9 529·230A_ 1 <;2S8c86 FURNISHED PRIVATE ROOM all 
CARBONDALE NICE 2 bedroom, . ~!!t-t;:~~r~~I~:tatt; 
located in quiel pork_ Call 529. : 457-5080 or 549·2898_ 
2432 or 529-1601>_ 1-20-89 1.41.4RIAI 
~~E R<X)M cct~2~~: ~~;~ 8~~_ ~~~,tt~ 
East cI C'daIe. furni.heeI. $100 per; per week who1e!hey 1"",_ cal 457-
month, waler indo. 529-358'- '51i5_ 
~I~JES; BDRM Ira;ler ;n2~~~N~; 2-4-89 04<4<48192 
mite.1rom SlU, at 230 Hanseman, I LOOKING FOR CLEAN quiet 
~N,19:'U9 15. $100 per mo_, people 121 N_ Wall $150·$165 
11S"S9 16006c80! f;~i.!.I~::·'atjI2Iin~: ~~ii: 
~~i~IIyNI~~~ ~i~X~ ~thbt:"J tf,/i:'- lA888180 
'rees.. (!ean. quu!l, nice Lcotinn. 
Must be clean and ""por"ible, pel 
con';de<ed_ $175 ""'. A57-893A ' 
or 536-6077 .... _ 21>_ 
1·23-89 22578c82 
CARTERVILLE, VERY NICE. roo,!,)" 
2bd..-m. In town, quiel area for 
...-iou5 students. !:Ieposil. no ., .... 
$175 mo_ 985-2769. 
1·25-89 2262BcBA 
I·. Townhomes ····-.Ii 
I!<J..~-:bl." """'-~ 
2-6-89 J.405B197 
ROOM FOR SUBLET: SI70 ~ .... 
month lor ~etely remodeled .. 
bdrm hou .. at 324 W. Walnul_ 
549-5610_ 
1 -19-89 I ~988f80 , 
~r~6~~~_~~.~j . 
.. 57·2681 or 549-7911 0; 457· 
7259. 
1-2<4-89 22668f83 
1WO 8DRM FURN_ -..house. 1 ' i 
~~::~~3Sd:: lii-'--- Roommat •• -:----11 
1-30-89 W38d87 ; ! 
FfMAlf ROOMMATE NEEDED lor 
1
::_:---_·--_--- -.-:-:-:-:-:-:-::-:---:-:-:-:-:-: .. -:-:-:-:-.-:-:-:-:-- :-:-:::-:-::-"--:':-:l !:t~.so:S_ S lAO RIO plu. 1/ .. 
. .:_ .. :_._ .. :_ ... : .. ~.:~:I:~.:~ :.-:.:-.-.-:-.-... :}r 1·23-89 2155Bg82 
NICE 2 BDI!M.. lum.. ~uiel 
7~~;~~_""ai'- now. 49· 
ROOMMATE FOR SPRING J mi 10 
SIU_ Nice duplex, lIo/·d I~oc~ 
::r..~j;a JQOIII $1 ,thi 
1-20·119 216?11031 
, ~~~9RooMMATE. ~~~.;!, !J~lu~;~te!:'= 
deox>sit_ Cal ~·6775_ Ridge_ 19 lum bedroom. very nice cb ... 10 campus. Jon ""'11_ 529· 
.. 029. l-~J-89 21088e82 
NEAq CRAB ORCHARD '-ake. 2 
bdrm, wid hookup. $225 moo. no , 
~·.8~9.7400- 21738e89: 
1·31 ·89 2164BsBB 
MATURE. RESPONSl8LE ADULT 10 
.hOoe huge. 1.,.,'1 :> bci .... duple.. 
with go.al1"'. lim.had bosement. 
c~n'ral air, w·d, dishwaloher, 
mlcrowav., ve" cable, dos.e 10 ~l~.2~~~nIJY~~ i 
land. quiet Iocation_ clos. 10 ; 
~"'Of1S_51_er...montI..lree , I/~t :i ;:idls~ 5 mo_ and 
·1·24-89 IS068e83 rent S.9·7 t 80. ' 
2-!·89 22W1la89 ~15 PARK Af'f. ir. water bed 
It·_-.-.---. __ -~~~ ____ ._:._ .. ::_-:-:I: ~~~~A~ t:r; !~~.= ij~' S.9-6S15. 1 7 
1 PERSON NEEDED 10 ~3 ONE ROOM ~ rani. 4 bedroom 
house with fireplace_ Call 549· ~':::.':'I ~~«lTabIe. 
01 .. 0_ 
1·24-89 1507Bf83 
I -24-89 ?2AA!W!J 
NEXT TERM ..••••..• CHOOSE 
The Convenience •••••• The locotion 
The Price •.•••••••••••••• The Comfort 
~~a~~ _. 
~;;_:..:..~"!_~1;.; 
New 2 BedrOom Apartments 
CAMPUS SQUARE 
Across from Meadow Ridge 
Wall & Campus 457.3321 
""""'".. ~.< -Central Air (aU electric) .~ -Washer & Dryer_ 
- . • Microwave 
- Dishwasher 
We've Got It All and You Should Tool 
SIU's " .. est Laxary Town .. oasa 
and Modified fI«aslb .. Units 
• J adflll. Apts. for Rent· 
flvallable to groaps or J or 4 people 
. LoaItvcI on wan It. (Gil 45J·lJ21 ,. 
6U East (Cllllpas Drive ~ 
KNOLLCtllST 
RINTALS 
10 and12 Wide 
~100and Up 
Ouier, Country Surroundings 
Natural Ga. and AIC 
5 MILES WEST ON OLD 13 
684·2330 
FOR RENT 
• 1.2.3 Bedroom 
Mobile Nomes 
$135.00 
• 5 Bedroom Nome 
• I Bedroom Apt • 
549 - 8294 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
lots Available 
Starting at $155 a month 
Starting at $75 a month 
• CABLEVISIOH 
• LAUNDROMAT 
• FREE LAWN seRVICE 
• LOCKED POST OFRCEBOXES f, .. austoSIU 
• FREE CITY WATER & SEWfR 
• FREE TRASH PICK-lIP 
• INDOOR POOL 
North Highwa)' 51 
S49-3000 
VCXUNTE:R NEEDED 1 or 2 h" 
ro:l~~; J~41b!:!m;~p~~I! 
12089 
STU DEN T 
SECRETARY lRECEPTIONIST 
pre-ferable wi1h leM PC ..... Of:· 
6f:~~~~d:;~~;d;~'1 .~:joW;~k 
_17-5 _ h .. /week. 8eg,n. 
Immedlotely. Break work PJ:5.!.ible 
Mu.1 ha •• ACT /FFS on fne 01 
financial Aid. Available only for 
Non CWS s.ludenf5. Coli MOlerial 
Technology Cenler, 531>-7525 for 
oppoinlmenl lor interview ond 
'r2SS8~ 152OC8A 
:;~;~~~~Rp~5:~o~ ~:;il~;bi~9i~ 
~rtment of Physiology, School 
or Medacine. Southern Illinois. 
UnniveBity a carbondale, Po~lton 
may be 0 reumc het I or II 
:::?!ne9 J~nd~yj~~~~~i~;~ 
~ualificol,on for reuocher I is. 
~~e~:::r5 \~~r:~~Jde;=~~I~~ ~re science or related Jie.d 
Minimum qualifications for 
reseocher It ia. mo:!oler:!o degree in 
chemistry or iile a.cieoce. or 
~~~~r~~~~ :i:i~ur:.s.::r tw: 
~:;;:ien:~, Q~~II~~ed lin~;td~:rs 
ore oa.~ed 10 send leller 01 
:r,!co;~r=cu:ein:"1a~r"':hoo~ 
~=.a1r~re~~~~~=~~-m~~~'O~j 
Phy>iology, s.:hool of Medioine, 
~~t:raI~),liC:~d~i:,r~~:roo~! 
1>2901·6512_ Start date for 
:~I'i;~:i:~:u~irJ .. ~~~e;~ 
Illinci. University 01 Caobondale is 
I on equal opportunity/affirmative 
odion~yer_ 
1-23-89 2172C81 
G~ADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP AT the 
WeUne .. Cenl..-_ Coumelor/Heohh 
educalor in ~res5 mon:ogemenl. 2ft 
~~~~~I:~ :;!j~C: 
:elf~:i~~·t~T"h 8ed~kc~t~~:do~d 
"'eu manogement helpful. Slart 
immediately_ Conlacl [)a.e Ekm, 
Wellne .. Cenler. 536-4AA 1 or 
~~~3~5ume_ I~.:.m:t ::0; 
if Ji~:mE not meet the$e 
'r.'23-89 228<4C8:' 
HANDYMAN WITH PICKUPWm 
c1ecn and haul any thing_ Tree. 
~7kr.;d Io°~ ~~~~~~ c:.[vA~: 
3457 
," 
RtMODElING All lYfb ,~"..,.. 
repl(](efTIt"~I. ~nuw d(>(1Uln(l .... o.~ 
dt,ve ..... "y FffOC e:.limote p,\ 5-11.) 
8238 
2·1389 2136EQ-
TYPING AND WORD ['fO(r.~$"hl­
Poperworh. 825 S. llI.i~,!Io n)(>hn~d 
~Ii~~, R::~~:!-~~~7c~~q~:~',~y 
work. call 52'f-2722 
2-1389 Id79E97 
CUSTOM AND PATTERN """"9 
:iJ~~:i~~1 t;t~ Jor~~k9 u~~d 
1-1989 0989Ee(} 
~~=Id1i<:;~ooW?!:,::s::~"~ 
Call 549-3512 
2- 289 0977E90 
GRADUATES: DON'T Be 1.1t oul in 
the cold. Order ·The Complete 
Job· Seeker', Guide" send money 
order 10. Mory Scarboro, 718 
Richmond, 51 Joliet. IL 1>0<435 
~S 11 50 ieelude. po.loge and 
la;8I~1 1051E&1 
THE GIL8ERT BRADLEY day (c'e 
~h~d~:n "~Y.wk~~~ ;~~~~e~41~~' 
01 d2 for more informal~n 
I -7{l·A9 1 JOBES I 
GOLD, SILVER. 8ROKEN iewelry. 
coins, a.'erling, basebaG cords, des:. 
ring., etc J and J Co;n, 821 S_ 
illinoi,_ 457-6831 
5-10-89 ___ 21 23FI 53 
1395Fb93 
?-I-S9 144([80 '1.--' . . 1 ;:;~m~nea~YmoTI~~~ j ti'!i,u·Wt Vi ,if iF,} 
Iotudenb welcome. lLC. mature, 
529·21':15. . MOVING SAlE. COlLEGE Student. 
1·20·89 ____ ~.sOEBl dream~. lurn., sm. appliances, 
THE HANDYMAN - EV~RYTHING 5c~m9 Pl4gcaa. r, .po.1 good •• phone 
from "epoir'n.9 10 remodeling. '" 19 
~t~;:~~~102~uoliIY 1-2089 2166K81 
2·1>-89 21 29E97 
HOUSE CLEANING SERVICE 
,1*Wn·jll:H k!f!J :ll~ ;;~~~~rences, conlacl 
. 1-30-89 2251 E87 
, C.N_A_ CERTIFIED N_C.P_R. 
""a;Joble to st'!Y wilh elderly or 
~;::ie';ic~ :a'ir~':,'rke:~nti;: 
: SPRING BREAK NASSAU-Parodi .. 
. h.~4nd (rom 5299. Packoge 
include" R.c>undlr;p air, TronJen. 7 
; nighl$ hotel. Beach Portie~. Free 
: lunch. '=.rui.s.e. Free admission to 
'nightclubs. Tcxea. Dnd more!!! 5A96_ 1-;tiJ-e9 2?5OE87 ~~;~~~:o.~~ne9~~~p.a;:~~~~~ 
. ~~J967~j~~g-2J 1-0113 or 
AUTOWORKS BODY AND 
:-=:~. ~':';;.!.d ~n:~: 
549·5991. 
2-7·89 1617E?3 
PREGNANT? 
Call BIRTHRIGHT 
Free Pregnancy Testi", 
ConfldenlialAsSislance 
549·2794 
21SW. Main 
, 2-17-89 13630101 
LO'"JSG SEenlE C-.l:PLt: 
wishes to adopt newborn 
E~pcnscs paid. 
Call Collect anytime 
Ilene 
312-472-6386 
PURCHASING CLERK 
Business Majors preferred. 
Approximately 15-20 hours 
per week. 
Position begins 1-23-89 
OFFICE ASSISTANT 
Prefer individual with 
computer experience. 
Approximately 20 hours 
per week. 
Position begins 1-23-89 
Application Deadline: 
Fri., January 20 
Daily Egyptian 
Daily Egyptian. January 19. 1l1li9. Pagl: 2 
4law claimed constitutional; 
convicts get stiff penalties 
White firefighters claim I 
discrimination exists I 
WASHINGTON (UPIl -
The Supreme Court Wed-
nesday upheld the con-
stitutionality of 
congressionally enacted 
sentencing guidelines that 
increase prison terms t\!r 
many federal crimes. 
The court, in an 8-1 ruling by 
Justice Harry Blackmun, 
upheld the wide ranging 
sentencing 1"I .• les that, as of 
early September, had been 
found unconstitutional by 
some 150 federal judges and 
upheld by some 110 judges. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeais also struck down the 
rules. 
Those opposed to the 
guidelines argud the makeup 
of the Sentencing Commissic.oii 
that drew up the rules violated 
the separation of powers 
doctrine of the Constitution by 
placing the commission unaer 
the judicial instead of 
According to the U.S. 
Sentencing Com-
mission, the 
guidelines are ex-
pected to cause a 10 
percent increase in 
the federal prison 
population 0 ver the 
next decade. 
executive branch of govern-
ment, that Congress delegated 
excessive authority to the 
commission and that the 
guidelines uTiconstitutionally 
interfere with a trial judge's 
sentencing discretion. 
The court, however, rejected 
those views. 
While calling the com-
f'3-iJ~:hjlll ~Q.j-5) 
j e:£""an .... iZY .. '. j Night 3 I ~"""'" IGC I j All Cl~b~embers W;\come J 
I Enjoy Rompers Remote Bar & I 
.) Other Clubs Call for Discounts & Info.' 
- Coat Check j-
I 611 S. Illinois 
j.....~:5549-ROMP 3~3-j 
When You Need 
Auto Parts 
Think of Us! 
Complete Import Car Coverage 
Wallace JI~ Auto Parts 
317 E. Main r=m I~ __ ~I
._' VISA 
..-.--, 
Carbondale 
549-2442 
457-8116 
BIG 
~~ 
THE FlRST LET1""ER IN AUTO PARTS 
LAROMfi'S AZZfi 
* 
\Nelcome Back! 
Large 1 Item Pizza 
& 2 32-oz Pepsis 
57.00 
One 16" 1 Item Piz.:!a 
& 2 32-oz Pepsis 
58.50 
2 Medium 1 Item Pizzas 
1f & 2 32-oz Pepsis 
511.00 
All Week Long 
515 S. Illinois 529·1344 
mission an "unusual hybrid in 
structure and authority," 
Blackmun said Cungress did 
!lot delegate excessive 
legislative power or upset the 
constitutionally specified 
balance oi powers. 
Attorney General Dick 
Thornburgh said he was 
pleased by the court's ruling, 
which he said increased "the 
probability of a safer future 
f ... - _11 "" __ ._!_ ... __ tt 
According to the U.S. Sen-
tencing Commission, the 
guidelines are expected to 
cause a 10 percent increase in 
the federal prison population 
over the next decade. 
WASHINGTON \ UPl) -
White firefighters in Bir-
mingham, Ala., trying to 
overturr, an affirmative 
action plan they say 
discriminates against them, 
told the Supreme Court 
Wednesday they deserve.a 
chance to argue the case 10 
court. 
In arguments before the 
justices,lawyers for the city 
and black firefighters 
countered that the whites 
already had their chance 
when the plan was dnwn up 
and claimed the latest at-
tack represents just another 
chapter in their l.>ng-
running opposition to 
repairing the city's 
"egregious history" of 
racism. 
In the 1950s the city ad-
vertised municipal jobs 
such as firf'fighter with a 
·'white only designation. 
The city did not hire a 
black firefighter until 1968. 
In July 1981, despite the non-
government workforce in 
the city being nearly 50 
perc~nt black, only 42 of 453 
firefighters were black and 
there were no blal!Jrs among 
the 140 lieutenants, captains 
aTid battalion chiefs. 
E MUST BE SOLD! 
• DRESS .sLACj(.S·SWEATE"'S·JACKn~·socKS·E'TC. 
OVER 25.000 NAME BRAND S\''JEATSHIRTS 
FRIDAY JAN 20TH IOAM-7PM 
BROWN BAG M~~~~G 622 E. MAIN 
Comics 
""._helot 1 I t j 1 I J tIll 
n's A ROUGH LIFE bv Stephen COX 
~-··---I 
SOKRt' 8O,T THERE W/~ 
BE A/O C...,Rra:::;w Tap,.( Y ! 
ate- TO THE Mer T/T/IT 
THEC-4RTOtJA//ST /s ~ 
£OORQ(/6 ,Fae saMEPV(eE : 
To'p~RR/ i 
---' I 
j 
-'T-:_I~ 
GO:Jp W{J( ClJTI THIlT51J 
i GEOR.6E I lUMP! <;EC ;.JJ 
, IU MISS iN {AL.!FORNII( 
: {)J/? WNCHeS' fVfJ(YONf- I 
\ ~~~.'r~ 
Shoe 
Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson 
_-ttl 
___ ....L---'-' .... ~ ___ -__ --__ ~_--.J -'='--'~~ __ ....J ~ ~ ~ - H9 -
Bloom County By Berke Breathed r------.... r--------, 
Today's Puzzle 
ACROSS 311 Those .Iectod 
1 SIIndwich 39 Wheel holden. 
IIhOP 40 Cruclfb. title ~ 
5 Sri unkJI 41 Emi ... ,... 
••• r 42 Flow ... type 
11 Fore and - "Floor CO"'" 
ULendl 47_-
15 ~ •• fugH of. ... B.,. window 
JOlt .d MOllM11tou. 
" DUM 53 Deserted apot 
17 Certlln loe_1 67 "U1tI, 
point WrAMfI" girt 
20 One who 51 Gr.",U .. 
genuflects rklgel 
21 UndefWortd 51 Silkwonn 
U DI.mond tum JO Brew 
23 .. oat unrufUed " End.,rlni 
2S Fountajn ,re.t tlnn 
21 Perl 82 Sagn ot sonow 
21 Sword 
30 B,dglr. 
31 AtUc:le 
,.. Neutral 
posJtion 
DOWN 
1 • Tr~ey 
2 Tied 
3 F"'ew.~ p8rt 
• Fqncw 31 Muaical 
6 Calm quality 
6 Con - 32 Injure 
7 Morocco 33 Singer 
rlnge Adame 
: ~m:':;' tt.m 35 ~.~ JKlLets: 
10 Smlll 110/1 36 Eg .... 
11 A.I" 37 Rebound 
12 Godd ....... 01 41 Scumed 
delliny '2 Re •• 
13 Clande.tinE 43 In _Ingle tile 
mHting " Pau" 
18 A Kazan i ... dtcator 
'9 Glon 45 "Tempe,," 
23 lOUt s.pr1te 
2' AU.Sllltion .. Cr •• 1 
2S HIli: pref. 47 Mtll ... 
2ti - the ai, ~ PreHn1 
(unresolradl 51 Solo 
27 Rorem Ind S2 lUnarick man 
a.atty S4 Natives; ,"uff. 
21 Vaults 55 Russ. tlr.r 
30 1 .... trunks :.a --de-lance 
, , 
.' 
r 10 11" " " 
" " 
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.11 
." 
.232' 
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." ." puzzle answers are on page 24 
By Garry TrudeaL 
By Jeff Macl'Jeay 
FASHION 
'" . '·G U~ l /0 ,E' ~ '.~: 
The best of the 
!lew Spring designs 
from local fashion centers 
Spring 
Fashion 
Edition 
Advertisiflg 
Deadline: 
Friday, 
Feb 24 
2:00pm 
Call 536-3311 
Dall~ Egyptian, JanUHry l~ lljHY, p .. ge ~.: 
defeats," Albeck said. "It is 
lremendously important that 
this ili a home game." 
l-ierrir. said the Salukis 
success is as much as a' sur-
pris.e to him as anyone, but the 
cat IS forever out of the bag. 
"There is no way 1 tnought 
we would be 13-3," Herrin said. 
"We have won on the road (7-
2) and tlte close ball games. 
We're not going to sneak up on 
anyone, we know that. 
"I am just very cautious. I 
think we've got a chance to get 
Bradley, but that is a tough 
place to play and they have a 
good team. I think we can beat 
anyone left on our schedule, 
but they can also beat us." 
SCOTT, from Pagp 28 
17 j>oints against Wichita State 
and a season-high 28 against 
Gr'lmbling Stat~ on Dec. 6. 
Karen F..apier, a 6-0 fresh-
man forward from Jefferson 
City, Mo., gives Southwest 
Missouri some additIOnal 
scoring punch. She averages 
13.5 points per game and leads 
the team with 8.0 rebounds per 
game. She had 13 rebounds 
against both Northern Iowa 
and Drake. 
for Andy the idiot who lost the 
first set 
HOUSE, from Page 28--
,hat or where it came from," 
House said. "I played inside 
my first two years, and had to 
push people around. It might 
have come from there. You get 
·-;'-o.lt of the game · ... ·hat y'lU put 
intoit." 
This season, House has been 
moved out to the wing, a 
position he said is more 
comfortable for him, 
especially since he has had to 
adapt toa leadership role. 
"Early in the year, my dad 
told me I was not playing with 
as much emotion as I had," 
HousE' said. "With a lot of 
~'oung players, the older ones 
ha ve to pUlih and be leaders. 
"I would be the first to 
praise someone when they get 
something right, but also the 
first to get on them when they 
do something wrong. That is 
just someilii.ng that has to be 
done. Her-: we are at 13-3, and 
to get better we have to make 
tt.ings happen ... 
House came to SIU-C in 1985 
after graduating from Benton. 
Oddly enough, it was the same 
,lear Houee's high school 
coach, Rich Herrin, was hired 
to coach the Salukis. House 
said the move b,-.thered him at 
first. 
"I had mixed feelings," 
House said. "He is a great 
coach, and would do anything 
for you. 1 knew what to expect, 
--Out it was harder for me 
because he knows what I do. 
The way it turned out though, I 
would not change it." 
Herrin said the fact that 
House came to SIU-C the same 
year he did helped out. 
"It made the transition 
easier for me," Herrin said. 
"He is a class young man and I 
will true1y miss him. He can 
play all five positions, and has 
been a dedicated baskethall 
player, better than I ever 
thought he would be because of 
dedica tion. " 
House said he did receive 
other offers, among them San 
Diego State, but he had no 
desire to lea ve Southern 
Illinois. 
"Before Kai (Nurnberger) 
came tere ;t had been 20 some 
years before a South~rn 
Illinois boy played at Southern 
Illinois. J was just trying to 
break some tradition. 
"I would like to spend the 
rest of my life in Southern 
Illinois. Economic times are 
bad everywhere, so I'd like to 
stay close to my family h.ld 
friends." 
House said having a chance 
to play in front of Ihs family 
was a big part of coming t.:l 
SIU-C. The senior said he also 
has a chance to spend ti,ne 
with maybe his biggest fan, his 
girlfriend Tara Munday, also 
of Benton, who he has da ted for 
almost five years. 
"I feel like I'm married," 
House said with a smile. 
As for the future, the 
business major said it will take 
one more year to finish up his 
degree. 
"There is no question about 
getting my degree," House 
said. "There is no doubt I'll 
stick it out. " 
A future including basket-
ball is rather doubtful, House 
said. 
"It would be nice to play 
basketball, but I have to keep 
things in perspective," House 
said. "I'm 6-foot-4, white, can't 
run, can't jump and can shoot 
on occasion." 
But as the Light of his college 
basketball career begins to 
dim, House said the bottom 
line will be catching up on the 
things he missed while 
dedicating himself to the 
Salukis' ilrogram. 
"I just want to sit back and 
enjoy life," House said. 
"There were a lot of things I 
put or .. 101d for basketball. I did 
not nave to 10 it, but I can 
cherish those things now. 
"I can 6ive more attention to 
my girlfriend, my family and 
my studies. I want to try and 
settle dc,wn and be a normal 
student for a change." 
SUPER, from Page 28--
reached its midway point, 
players and coaches tried to 
cling to the routine that is so 
important to a football team. 
Wednesday marked the return 
to practice for both teams 
following a day off Tuesday 
- and signaled the start of the 
final burst of serious 
preparation. 
Fut the events of the week 
were impossible to ignore. 
"You can see what is going 
on out there is life," Esiason 
~ said. "My motto abuut football 
is that it really dOf.-sn't matter. 
Boosters to meet 
The Saluki Booster Club will 
bold its weekly meeting at the 
4C~~!~S ~~ket~J c~c~':ill 
be the featured speaker. 
But this is different. That is 
what life is all about out there. 
"This is terribly unfortunate 
for the city of Miami. The city 
has really rolled out the red 
carpet for US." 
o " L I R E S AFT I V A Ii EM I R E B ~ IR 
C E Ii T E R D F G R A V I T Y 
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Evansville fine without Simmons 
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (UPI) 
- The legacy of Marty 
Simmons no longer shadows 
the University of Evansville 
basketball team. The Aces 
have proven they can win 
without him. 
Simmons, a 6-foot-6 for-
ward, was sixth in NCAA 
scoring last year with 25.9 
points a game. He graduated 
after leading the Aces to a 
21-8 record, but nine let-
termen returned this season 
and Evansville has jumped 
to an 11-2 start, with a win 
streak now at nine games. 
"Everything centered 
~~dl:~1!~ ~~ra~:-~: 
court and no single player 
can replace him," Evan-
sville coach Jim Crews said. 
"Players who had specific 
roles on the team in the past 
have had to change and 
become primary plajers 
instead of backgrl)und 
pl'l~ers." 
Evansville has won eight 
straight home games and the 
Aces are 28-1 at Roberts 
Stadium. 
Spring Bowling Leagues 
ttovi Being Formczd 
For fun relaxation as well as the 
competitive challenge and social aspects, 
fonn ~ team and sign up early. 
Openings available in 
Men (4 man) and 
Mixed (2 men - 2 women) teams. 
Rolling at 6:00 pm and 8:30 pm 
Sunday thru Wednesday. 
Leagues stan the week 
of February 5, 1989. 
Pick up a team entry blank 
at the Student Center lanes 
sponsore" by Student Center Recreation. 
SA VOR PREMIUM QUALITY & 
TRUE FRENCH TRADITION! 
Thin, Oght and smooth-burning, 
the exclusive French Ught"o gives 
you the finest in tobacco 
smoking pleasure. 
•.. since 1838 
ROLL Willi THE BEST· 
-Se~d~ ;u~~ :n;a;;;s-;n;;:';;; 17MANL'~AcTURERi COUPON AE~!:~EvS 0001891 
send you a FREE booklet 01 new JOB I SAVE 3s+ '_~edlo;""""our"':;:i 
French Light- Cigarette Papers. Experi· I ON tor ,_ ... d "os coo. 
enceaworld-classsmokellimitonefree • ~p.~;~ ... -.:,.= 
booklet ptir person.(AII"'" 4·6wtr.s 10' de''IIervj· I ~"~n.~ ;ng.haI you ~ ..... 
Must be 18 years old. I ~!,,,::C:=;t= 
~~:ss --- J .~'£?V.. ;r~F~5 
City I CIGARETTE ;,.~ .. ~.:-~ 
State Zip --- I PAPERS:J ~:.!:,:..."":'~~~ 
Sorority or Fraternity? YIN It: ... &ii .. J.: bacco.Co.P.O't'8!>11. 
Send this coupon 10: Republic Tobacco Co., I ~. .c.:... ~~'" ".'gh". Il 
P.O. Box 851 " Prospect Heights, IL 60070. . - . . .. 
O~A~P~S~~ ____ ~~.J _____________ _ 
Heaf-lo--play Ch-icago 
despite Miami turmoil 
MIA~II (L"PD - Thursday 
night's game between the 
Miami Heat and Chicago Bulls 
will be played unless inner city 
riots near the Miami Arena jeopardize the safety of fans 
and players, Heat Managing 
Partner Lewis Schaffel said 
Wednesday. 
Schaffel spoke outside of the 
arena one day after the NBA 
canceled a game between the 
expansion Heat and Phoenix 
Suns because of racial 
disturbances in the Overtown 
area of Miami. He said he fully 
expected tht! streets to be safe 
Thursday right. 
The violence erupted 
Monday night when a black 
man riding a motor-cycle was 
shot and killed by a white 
police officer. The disturbance 
escalated Tu~day night after 
a passen';.:::: on the motorcycle 
died of injuries suffered when 
the motorcycle collided with a 
car. More than 300 arrests 
have been made. 
The Bulls feature guard 
Michael Jordan, the league's 
leading scorer and one of its 
top gate attractions. This is the 
only trip to Miami sct.eduled 
for the Bulls. 
"It is our belief that this 
game will be played and that 
the streets around the arena 
will be safe," Schaffel said. "I 
really believe that everybodv 
is working hard to accompli< T. 
th"t" 
SAJ.UK1 CURRENCY EXCHANGE 
~~ 
CHECKS CASHED WESTERN UNION 
*Money Orders 
*Title & Registration 
Service 
*Travelers Checks 
*Notary Public 
*1990 Passenger car renewal stickers 
*PKlVATE MAILBOXES FOR RENT 
Plaza Shopping Center 
606 S. Illinois. Carbondale 
549-3202 
ORIENTAL FOODS-EAST 
Celebrate With Us For A Fine Saluki 
Basketball Season. 
Bring in a season ticket, new ticket, or a ticket stub 
and receive any of the following: 
I. $2.00 Fuji volcano with a dinner purchase. 
2. $4.00 Fuji volcano 
3. Buy 1st dinner at regular price and receive 2nd 
dinner of equal or lesser value at 1/2 price. 
Limit one discount per customer. Not applicable wI other specials. 
Wvdnvsday Night 
5pm-c:losv 
Import Bvvr Night 
$1.15 
LAD ES· HIGHT 
-~ "r:;--~~~" Thursdav 
5-Cl05(, ~v:~ 
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE! 
No Olher dis,7oums apply 
Rlil .II ,,,, ~()Ic./no Billt' hphoor; 
Of n/lt' ot I Ittt lfoP'{ ~lf dunk' .jl 
fPgui.Jf JHH t' dflc1 ~'(lr tht· iCit"nft<-JI 
dr",k I~II ' 
ORIENTAL FOODS-WES 
(Murdale Shopping Center) Restaurant & Grocery 
Open 7 days a week 549.2231 
SUPER LUNCH & DINNERSPEClAL 
Ea RolllFried RicelMed. Sott Drink. 
Coffee or Tea 
Meaty Beef Ea RoU &. Fried Rice 
Rumaki (3) &. Fried Rice 
Beef &. Broccoli over Rice 
Beet Chop Sucv over Rice 
Chkken &. Diced Vegetables over Rke 
Fried Dumplings (4) &. Fried Rice 
Chicken Soft Noodle over Rice 
Beet Rice Noodle over Rice 
(S10) Pork Ea Foo Young over Rice 
(S11) Z pc. Chicken Wings &. 5 pc Mixed 
Veaies WlSteamed Rice: and Gravy 
(S12) Golden Brown Chicken Wing' (41 
W ISteamed Rice and Gravy 
(S13) Mixed Vcggies (Deep Fried) (lOpc) 
W!Steamed Rice and Gravy 
(SI4) BBQ Beef (or Pork) Sandwich 
(Homemade Hot or Mild Sauce) 
(No Submtvta PlcMc!1 (Fried Rice limited to tbm. 01' 
P~.inONl.Y) 
A free service for University women with transporlaLion from off-campus activities and events, and from on-campus activities 
and events to off-ca~pus residences. 
TransporlaLion toIfrom friends' homes, on-campus dorms, or off-campus businesscs will not be provided. Th~se wpo abusc 
this service by seeking such rides will not be served. 
Spring Semester hours are Sunday through Friday from 6:00p.m. - 12:00a.m., January 17-March 31, and from 7:00p.m. -
12:00a_m., April 2- May-II. Calls not accepted before service begins or afler 11 :45p.m. 
Boundaries: Carbondale Mobile Homes to the north; Town and Counlry Mobile Homes to the south; Giant City Blacktop 10 
the east. and Tower Road to the west. 
TAKE THE FRIGHT OUT OF WALKING AT NICHT ... RIDE THE SAFETY TRANSIT. 
453-2212 
N IG HT SAF;:TY VAN':; 
The Night Safety Van serves University women and men who are concemed about their personal safety. These vehicles 
make regular slops at various campus locations (sec schedule belowl; there is no charge for this service. 
Tuesday, January 17-March 31, 1989 
6:00 p.m.- Midnight 
Sunday, April 2-May 11, 1989 
VAN ROUn 1 7:00p.m.-Midnight 
Hours .Jf operation are: 
Student Center 
Southern Hills 2 
Southern Hills 1 
Evergreen Terrace 
~AN.RQUH~ 
Sunday through Friday 
6:00 6:20 6AO 7:00 7:20 7:40 8:00 8:20 8:40 9:00 9:20 9:40 
6:07 6:27 6:47 7:07 7:27 7:47 8·07 8:27 8:47 9:07 9:27 9:47 
6:09 6:29 6:49 7:09 7:29 7:411 8:09 8:29 8:49 9:09 9:29 949 
6:156:356:557:157:35 7:558:158:358:559:15 9:j5 9:55 
Hours of operation are: Sunday through Thursday 
10:2010:40 11.00 1120 11 40 
lOL7 10:47 n U7 1127 1147 
10.29 10:49 11·09 112'1 11.4'J 
103510:55111.5 11.35 11 5'; 
Student Cent .. r 6:00 6:20 6:40 7:00 7·20 7:40 8·:00 820 8:40 9:00 920 9:40 10:20 10:40 1100 11 20 11 41) 
Thompson Pomt 6:03 6:23 6:43 7:03 7:23 7:43 8.OJ 823 8:43 9:03 9:23 9:43 10 23 1043 11·0.l 11 2.1 11 ·L 
Greek Row 605 6·25 6:45 7·05 7:25 7:45 B.OS 11:25 8:45 9:05 9:25 9:45 1025 10:45 1105 1125 11 4'; 
library b:07 6:27 6:47 7.07 7:27 7:47 8:07 8:27 8:47 9:06 '3::,7 9:47 10:27 10:47 11·07 1127 11 47 
Bapt,,· Student Center 609 6::>9 6:49 7:09 7:29 7:49 8:09 829 849 9:09 9:29 9:49 10:29 10:49 11 :09 ~ 1 :29 11 49 
TlUeblood 6:04 6.l4 h54 7:14 7:34 7548148:348:549:149:349:54 10:3410:54 1114 1134 11')4 
Recreat,on Center 6:17 6.37 (,:57 7:17 7:37 7:57 8:17 8:37 8:57 9·17 9:37 9:57 10:37 10:57 11 :17 1137 11.57 
'A Season Inside' 
lacks controversy 
Content of Feinstein book too familiar 
By Troy Taylor 
Staff Writer 
The idea was to explain the 
culture and personalities of 
college basketball, as if it were 
2 phenomenon misunderstood 
by those who cherisb it. 
Tbus John Feinstein, the 
former Wasbington Post 
reporter who spent "A Season 
on th.. Brink" with Indiana 
coach Bob Knight. cribs-
crossed the country in 1987-88 
watching 104 ba,;ketball games 
and writing about the often 
nonsensical sport in his 
characteristic no-nonsense 
style. 
Book Review 
The result was "A Season 
~, Inside: One Year in College 
Basketball" <Villard Books, 
$18.95), wbicb is as 
enligbtening as it is disap-
r:~~g't~~t ~o~~~~o:fsi~~ 
material that made his first 
effort, "A Season on the 
Brink," a best-seller. 
Standing on its own, "A 
Season Inside" is a strong 
work, complete with 
revelations about recruiting, 
:: !~~~j~:S a~!~~e:c~~ 
of coaches. Little-known 
gymnasiums and personalities 
that bave been lost in the 
shuffle over the years are 
reint~oduced. 
Unfortunately, the subject just doesn't appeal to those 
wbo aren't fans, and it is too 
familiar to those who are. 
Unlike Bob Knight, whose 
popularity is nationwide 
because almost everyone bas 
an opinion about him, the 
whole game of college 
basketb&ll is a different 
animal. 
Feinstein eyen addresses the 
problem in the introduction by 
quoting American University 
coach Ed Tapscott: 
"Basketball is a culture. If you 
don't grow up with it or come 
£0 understand it completely, 
you can never really ap-
preciate it. But if you do, no 
one can ever say anything that 
will change the way you feel 
about it." 
So the reader IS left with too 
many play-by-play recaps of 
games that were seen on 
television by millions. 
However. this is the book's 
only weak point. 
Tbe remainder of the work is 
filled with tremendous insight: 
-Zany Louisiana State 
coach Dale Brown on his arch-
nemesis Knight, "a lruly evil, 
cunning and sick person." 
_North Carolina State 
coach Jim Valvano on the 
annual recruiting wars, "If 
you are a decent human being 
on any level, you must bate 
what wedoin recruiting." 
_Kansas superstar Danny 
Manning on his first im-
pression of Coach Larry 
Brown, "A little man with a 
big mouth." 
The brunt of the book deals 
with the courageous battles of 
Arizona guard Steve Kerr, 
whose father was 
assassinated. Kerr had played 
only days after his father's 
death, breaking into tears 
during a moment of silence 
prior to the game,. then win-
ning the nation's heart by 
playing sensationally. 
Since that moment, Kerr bad 
been portrayed as an AIl-
American boy. Feinstein says 
the image is true, undistorted 
by the media's adoration for 
Kerr. Yet, Kerr does not see 
himself like that. 
"If I hear or read one more 
time that I'm Huck Finn or 
Tom Sawyer, I'll throw up. I'm 
like any other guy my age. I 
like to have fun. I like to drink 
a few beers, and there are 
times when I'm an asshole. 
When my family reads all this 
stuff about how great I am 
they think it's funny." 
Hundreds of such stories are 
told. Rick Barnes proves 
himself in his first head 
coaching job at George Mason. 
A destructive feud develops 
between Pittsburgh coach 
Paul Evans and Villanova 
coach Rollie Massimino, who 
is coping with a drug scandal 
that threatens his career. 
Tennessee coach Don DeVoe 
hangs on to his job by his 
fingernails. Recruit Jerrod 
The subject just 
doesn't appeal to 
those who aren't fans, 
and is too familiar to 
those who are. 
Mustaf forces colleges to look 
at the opportunities for blacks 
at their own schools. 
The best service Feinstein 
does is devote a whole chapter 
to the referees, where they are 
seen as a fraternal 
brotherhood of men dedicated 
to the game. H~ follows one of 
the best, Joe Forte, for a week 
and relates the adventures 
referees uave. 
The men in the black and 
white shirts bave their own jargon, with slang like freight-
training, pop the whistle, 
spraying, phantoms, no-calls, 
U-boat, rubber-banding and 
straight-lining. An official's 
greatest fear, the reader 
learns. is not making an in-
correct call, but being so 
pumped up after calling a 
technical foul that he ad-
ministers the free throws at 
the wrong foul line. 
The tidbits like that are the 
gems of the book. If only 
Feinstpin had concentrated 
more on such things instead of 
relating the obvious, another 
sports classic would have been 
in the works. 
Big Ten basketball teams 
may face recruiting trouble 
United Press International 
Big Ten baskl'tball coaches 
face a crippling disadvantage 
in recruiting because of rules 
adopted by NCAA and con-
ference officials. 
Coaches nationwide have 
objected to Proposal 42, the 
NCAA's new regulation 
prohil)iting financial aid for 
academically ineligible 
athletes. Many athletes now 
attend school on scholarship 
but lose their first year of 
eligibility. 
"It's an absolutely stupid 
rule created by people who 
don't understand college 
athletics," said Indiana coach 
Bob Knight. 
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Tone & Tighten 
EU~~~pe~~e ~ .. -.' 
Body Wrap 
~;.e:~ Want To: " 
• Tone 3l1li Tighten 6" , 
to 28" in Total Body 
Measurements in Just ' 
One 2'12 Hour Session? 
• Reduce Unsightly 
~~~eL;~uce '~A 
This is nOI a, lem, porary i"'-' welghl lose process For • 
further information - call . 
us or come In an~ see us. 
tJ~~q./ 
997-3927 
Westmore Plaza, Marion 
Add Practical Experience to Your Resume 
VOLUNTEER TRAINING 
CRISIS INTERVENTION/COUNSELING SKILLS 
gam - 5pm Jan. 21 & 22 
COURSE CREDIT AVAILABLE 
'~JThe_~ _II~ Network 
• • 549-3351 
CALL TODAY for interview appointment 
, 
'UNIVERSITY " ~ BOOKSTORE, 
, 
I HOURS 
,Tues. Jan.17 8AM-8PM 
Wed. Jan.1S SAM-8PM 
Thurs. Jan. 19 8AM-SPM 
, Fri. Jan.20 8AM-5:30PMI 
Sat. Jan. 21 10AM-3PM , 
~----, , 
., 
FIVE I N A ROW! 
Saluki Women's BasketbaU 
"BACK ON TRACK" 
I 
The Salukis have won 5 
conference games in a row 
and are definitely 
"BACK ON TRACK" 
SIO 
vs 
SOUTHWEST 
MISSOORI 
TONIGllT 
7:35-ARENA 
Catch the "New Look" 
Salukis this Semester. 
DeNoon's track team ready 
to repeat as league champs 
ProfessionaJ golfer focuses 
sights on third straight win 
By Paul Pabst 
Staff Writer 
A combination of familiar 
faces and talented newcomers 
should guide the Saluki 
women's u'!i<,k team to its 
~o~e~!~~~~o~~O:~dG::::th 
consecutive outdoor title. 
I "We can only beat our-
I selves," coach Don DeNoon 
I
I said. "If we keep healthy and 
keep our goals high, we will do 
fine." 
'
The women will open their 
season Friday afternoon at the 
I 
Purdue Invitational in West 
Lafayette, Ind. 
Coach DeNoon's arsenal is 
lead by a deep corps of 
distance runners. Veterans 
Jane Schumacher and Lisa 
Judiscak will spearhead this 
expt:ntnced group. 
Schumacher, the 1988 most 
valuable cross country runner, 
placed fourth in the 1500-meter 
at the 1988 outdoor GCAC 
championships. 
Judiscak, who sat out the 
1988 cross country season with 
an injury. took first in the 
10,OOO-meters and second in 
the 5,OOO-meters at last year's 
GCAC championships. 
"Lisa is healthy and ready to 
go," DeNoon said. "She should 
give us some good per-
formances." 
Rosanne Vineent will spread 
her talent by running in races 
ranging in distance from 400 to 
1,5000 meters. Vincent won the 
800-meter Gateway title in 1988 
and holrls both indoor and 
outdoor 800-meter records at 
SIU-C. 
With returnees Pam 
Quarenghi U,500), Cathy 
Brown (10,000), Dona Griffin 
(10,000), and newcomers Amy 
Padgett and Tracy Guerrin, 
the distance events seem to be 
ill capable hands. 
The Salukis will pose a 
threat in the triple jump and 
long jump with the tandem of 
seniors Christiana Philippou 
and Carmen Robbins. 
Philippou is the two-time 
defending GCAC indoor and 
outdoor champion in the triple 
jum~. 
Robbins will be looking for 
her third straight Gateway 
heptathlon title in addition to 
jumping. 
"I think both Christina and 
Carmen have excellent 
chances to get to the NCAA 
Championships." DeNoon 
said. 
Junior Dora Kyriacou, 
GCAC champion in the 200-
meter is the key to the Saluki 
sonnters. 
-"She just blew everyone 
away in our last meet (at 
Illinois State), DeNoon saiJ. 
"She's ill la tel)' , though. She 
won't run Friday. Dora is 
another one who could go to the 
NCAA's." 
The hurdling events will be 
run by the best tandem of 
hurdlers in the conference, 
seniors Kathy Raske and 
~::::~~rw~~:£:~l~::~e: 
Michelle Sciano was an asset 
as a freshman for the Salukis. 
taking second in the Gateway 
400-meter championships. 
"We have load of talent," 
DeNoon said. 
Women athletic directors' ranks 
still elite group despite growth 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. 
<UPI) - Steve Jones, the 
only man to win a 
Professional Golfers 
Association Tour event this 
year, returns home in his 
bid to become the first 
player in more than a 
decade to win three con-
secutive tournaments. 
Jones, who earned 
$315,000 as winner of the 
Tournament of Champions 
and the Bob Hope Classic, 
said he is not feeling any 
pressure for the $700,000 
Phoenix Open beginning 
Thursday at the Tour-
nament Players Club of 
Scottsdale, a short distance 
from his home. 
"I feel I have nothing to 
lose," said Jones, 31. 
-. ,,', L ,,/ 
Our salon is proud to offer ~ -:-v ,,-
troo New Imoge Salon r:...:.~ ~ --&..a ~= 
System. a revolutionary new _-
seNice where you can .". "". : /".' actually~yournewCut, ,.~- _ ~'1-
Hair Color, or Complete ~' 
Makeover~theWOrkiS~' _ 
~~ . 
Your face I: placed on a tv I.. ~ 
screen and the new looks ! 
you want magically change -' 
your appearance. 
The New Image Salon System 
By Tom Wheatley women's sports at an NCAA University in Pittsburgh), 16 elimlllOtes those fears of 
St. Louis Post· Dispatch membel'school. - in Division nand 34 at the non- ('hange by letting y0U see 
h 1a y0urseIf first. Cindy Jones is a member of Test NCAA survey is scholarship Division III A f H . 
an exclusive but growing more than e year old, but in schools. The total does not rt 0 air 
soronty.A.sathleticdirectorat October 1987, only 51 women include the 41-year-old Jones. 11 N. 11th 
Southern Illinois University- a thletic directors were SlUE, a Division n school, CALL TODAY FOR AN 
Edwardsville, she is one of the working at member schools. promoted her irom assistant APPOINTMENT. Murphysboro 
few women charged with The NCAA listed one woman athletic director July 20. She ~ 
I running both men's and AD in Division I (at Duquesne succeeded Lvnn Lashbrook. ~"'IIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii6iiii8iiii7iiii-iiii4iiii7iiii4iiii7iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~A., 
,. ............................... " .... '-.......................... " ...... ~ /. ~~~~'-~'-~~~~~"-'-...... ~ ...... ~~''''-.....,..-...-...'--...~-...-..."....,..-..-..-....--...... -..---..-.-.-.-.-.-..-.......... -..---.-..-~-~-.. ............... ~1 
I! T -BIRDS t I s'~ WATER POLO I 
I ~ ~ Team Meeting f ~ (f \ Before You Pick ~ ~ { ~ ~ ~ ! ~ Monday January 23 8:00 pm ~ ~ -" Up Your Books ~ ~ Rec Center Multi Purpose Room i ! Start The Semester i ~ ~ 
~ .Off Right. ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ for More Informatic!1 Call ~ 
~ 50¢ i ~ Rob Burns 549-3777'( I ~ ~ or ~ 
I $2. ~~tchers ! i ~E: :~:~~~:~~:~~~:::~~~~~~,~~~~~~:~ ~~~~;.~L~ ~, I I ~ ~ All Day All Nite I 
~ .. ~ L· , : ...... ·; .. ~r.lr·h(( .. r. -..!'J- .. OLG I 
GriQf~~jDe--------~ 
C:~\rIE~ 
EXClUSIVELY FOR WOMEN 
ITER THAN EVER! 
* New Equipment 
* New Aerobic Floor 
* More Class Times 
* Extended Hours 
* New Karate Classes 
Welcome Free Visit 
Massage Therapy· Tanning' Kids Dance 
- Sauna· Jacuzzi - Babysitting 
529-4404 1 MiI,~ S. of StU on At. 51 
Stop in before 
and after the Superbowl. 
Join your friends for 
our buffet and a brew 
or two. 
r BUFFET INCLUDES 
I *CHILLI 
*HOTDOGS 
*NACHOS 
·CHIPS 
2 for the Price of One drinks! 
See the Bengals & 4gers go at 
it on our big screen tv! 
RAMADA INN 
Rt. 13 West, Carbondale 
Open 1 p.m_ to 1 a,m. 
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Sports 
Scott concerned about offensive inconsistency 
B) Troy Taylor 
StaffW:lter 
Lately, Coach Cindy Scott 
has done nothing but praise the 
defensive efforts of her 
women's basketball team. 
When it come to mention of 
the offense, though, she can 
only shake her head. 
The Salukis, second in the 
Gateway at 5-1 and Hi overall, 
play the Southwest Missouri 
Lady Bears (5-9 overall, 3-2 
Gateway) tonight at the 
Arena. 
Scott wonders which version 
of the Salukis' offense will 
emerge after the 7:'r. p.m. 
tipoff. Wi!] it be the Salukis 
that shot 50 percent from the 
field and scored a season-high 
74 points against Bradley on 
Friday? Or will it be Cle team 
that scored just 47 points and 
committed 27 turnovers 
Dedication 
is House's 
foundation 
By David Gallianettl 
Staff Writer 
As the halftime clock slowly 
winds down and the Salukis 
take to the court in preparation 
for the second half of be, tUe, 
one uniformed player sits 
comfortably on the bench. 
While his teammates try to 
put the ball in the hole one last 
time, senior Randy House 
plays his own kind of game in 
the comfort of his courtside 
chair. 
"It's just something I've 
always. done," said House 
about his halftime habit. 
"Even in high school, I would 
come out and plop myself 
down. It's all a mental game. I 
sit over there and try to get 
myself in the right frame of 
mind." 
It would seem the time alone 
is paying off. House scored the 
l,OOOth point of his Saluki 
career against Drake Jan. 14, 
and is closing in on possibly the 
most coveted records in SIU-
C's history - playing in more 
games than any previous 
S:l.luki. 
House has played in 95 
college contests for SIU-C, 13 
short of the record of 108 hel1 
by Darnall.Jones, who played 
from 1980-83. The 21-year-old 
Hoase said setting a new 
record would mean a lot to 
him. 
"Tha~ is a big ac-
complishment," House said. 
"I have to stay healthy enough 
and contribute enough. When I 
hurt my ankle I did not think I 
could get it unless we went to 
the NCAA (tournament)." 
The Benton High School 
graduate injured his ankle in 
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI 
AT SOUTI-'ERN ILLINOIS 
Tipoff; Arena (10.0141. Carbondale. 7 :35 p.m 
Record.: Souttlwest M.ssoun (5·9. 3·21 Southern IlIino.s(7·6, 5'11 
What to •• tch: The Salukis w~1 metch their tenacIOus man·to·man 
defense against one of the Gateway's top scorers. Southwest MisSOur; 
sophomore Petty Porter. Porter averages , 6.5 .x>ints per game for the Lady 
Bears. coming oft 8 71·66 victory over Wichita State. The SeJukis have won 
fiVe streight conference games end have a chence to remain in second·plece 
with a victory. 
L .. t _tlng: Southern lNinois 68, Southwest MISSOuri 48. Feb 11 at 
Carbondale . 
Ser\a' Southern Illinois leads 14-0. 
On the .Ir. WtOB-FM 1104.3). Carbondale 
against Western Illinois on 
Saturday? 
"We are scary offensively," 
Scott said. "It's a fun team to 
coach defensively, but we are 
so inconsistent on offense. I 
like this team a great deal and 
I'm really trying to coach 
them to their fullest poten-
tial." 
One player who has made 
great strides to contribute in 
the past two weeks is 6-4 senior 
center Cathy Kampwerth. Her 
shooting percentage has risen 
from 37.3 to 43.5 since the 
conference season began. 
As Kampwerth sees it, 
persistance on the offensive 
end will pay dividends. 
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Senior Randy House drives to the basket In the Salukls' 79-75 
win over Wichita State. House Is on track to break the school 
record for most v~mes played by a single player. 
the Salukis' 85-80 win over 
Wyoming in the championship 
of the Cowboy Shootout. But 
despite not practicing for 14 
days, House played against 
Wichita State and Drake, 
scorir.g 18 points against the 
Bulldogs. 
For his characteristic hard-
nosed play on the court, House 
has picked up the nickname 
"Ram!:>o" somewhere along 
the way. 
"I don't know who gave me 
See HOUSE, Page 24 
"Western pressured us, and 
we let them get to us," 
Kampwerth said. "We didn't 
work the ball like we should 
have. We need to run our of· 
fense with more patience. 
"Overall we need to go to the 
offensive boards more. When 
you are more patient, we are 
usually in a better position to 
rebound anyhow." 
The Salukis have been 
outrebounded 162 to 157 on the 
offensive boards this season. 
Ho~ever, they have still won 
five straight and seven of the 
last nine after starting out 0-4. 
Although Southwest 
Missouri has not beaten SIU-C 
in 14 tries, the Lady Bears 
ha ve Scott worried. 
"Everyone thinks because 
we are on a roll and playing at 
home, we can breeze through 
this weekend's games," Scott 
said. "But it's just not that 
way. Southwest is a team that 
plays hard. and is capable of 
playing", ith us." 
Despite struggling in the 
early going - Southwest 
Missouri opened the schedule 
with four losses - Coach 
Cheryl Burnett's team has 
beaten three conference op-
ponents, including Wichita 
State 71-66 on Saturday. 
Led by sophomore Patty 
Porter, the only returning 
starter from last season's 9-17 
team, the Lady Bears shot 59.3 
percent from the field and 
~cored 45 second-blf points to 
beat Wichita State. 
Porter, whose 16.5 points per 
game ranks seventh on the 
Gateway scoring ladder, can 
catch fire at any time. She had 
See SCOTT, Page 24 
Salukis to test 
Albeck's team 
Herrin's luck poor in Peoria 
By David Gallianetti 
Staff Writer 
It is not exactly the way 
Bradley <..aach Stan Albeck 
wanted to i"llow up a Missouri 
Valley championship season. 
NotatalL 
The Braves have fought to 5-
6, trying desperately to shrug 
off the loss of All-American 
Hersey Hawkins, who lead 
Bradley to a 26-5 finsih last 
season. The transition has not 
been easy. 
Bradley has been 
everywhere from a narrow 87-
se loss to MVC favorite Wichita 
State at Wichita, to a dismal 
thumping by New Orleans, 91-
63. 
Bradley's latest outing, a 91-
83 loss to 5-10 Illinois State, has 
Albeck searching for answers. 
"Illinois State simply out-
played and outhustled us in 
many departments, " Albeck 
said. "We played more 
aggressive in the second half, 
but two big deficiencies that 
really glare out are offensive 
rebounding and the inability to 
convert on the free throw 
line." 
The Braves hit just 18 of 33 
free throws Sunday night. 
Albeck said the Salukis, who 
invade Carver Arena in Peoria 
tonight at 8 p.m .• will provide a 
stiff opponent for his Braves. 
"When they twat Wichita, 
they have got to be considered 
a contender and maybe the 
favorite," Albeck said. 
"Especially the win over 
Villanova. That did more for 
our conference than any single 
game this season. 
SOUTHERN ILUHOIS 
AT BRADLEY 
Tipoff: Carver Arena 
(10,470). Peoria. II 8p.m. 
Rec0rd8: Southern \\\;nols (13· 
3.2-0). Bradley (5-6, 1·2). 
Whllt .. _tch: The Salukll. 
take the QUf Where they have 
won only once in Six games. 
Bradley WII look to get back on 
track BIter a diseppoinllnQ 10 ... a\ 
lIinoiS Slate. 
I.a.. IftMlInO: Bradley "3. 
Sou\hem illinois 102, Feb. 29 at 
Cart>ondale. 
SerIn: Bradley leeds 20·7 
On ttt •• 1r: WFBQ·FM /99.9). 
Carbondale. WMBD-AM (1470). 
Peoria. 
"Southern is supposed to 
have suprised a lot of people. 
but I have been a big fan of 
Rich merrin) since I came 
into the league (1986). He 
deserves a hand for going out 
and getting the people he has 
got." 
The Braves are paced by the 
2o-plus points per game by the 
MVC's leading scorer, senior 
Anthony Manuel. Manuel also 
leads the league in assists, 
steals and three-point per· 
centage. 
As a team, Bradley leads the 
league in offense with over 85 
points per contest, but is last III 
the MVC in defense, allowillg 
nearly 90 points,per game. 
Despite the upset by the 
Redbirds, Albeck said Bradley 
will be ready for the Salukis. 
"The boys h::lve a great 
ability to hounce back off 
See TEST, Page 24 
Miami riots keep Super Bowl teams restrained 
MIAMI (UP!) - Police 
escorted the Cincinnati 
Bengals and San Francu.co 
4gers to and from their Super 
Bowl workout Wednesday, 
isolating players from the 
violence that has intruded 
itself on the NFL's annual 
party. 
Except for practice time and 
the hour spent with writers 
and broadcasters Wedr1esday. 
most players stayed cla:.e to 
their hotels iollowing two 
nights of shooting, arson and 
looting that made up the fourth 
outbreak of racial violence to 
hit Miami in the 1980s. 
"I didn't go out at all last 
night," said Cincinna ti 
~uarterback Boomer Esiason. 
• I was afraid I might make a 
wrong turn somewhere. " 
Miami police arrested 250 
people Tuesday night on the 
second night of rioting, 
Page 28. Daily Egyptian. January 19, 1989 
originally sparked by the 
shooting of a black motor-
cyclist by a policeman. 
Despite the unrest, Super 
Bowl Host Committee 
chairman Dick AndersOiI said 
he expected his city would bid 
for the game again at O>e 
earliest available opportunity 
and that he thought the NFL 
would return the event to 
Miami. He said no Super Bowl 
related activities had been 
cancelled and that toe did not 
expect any to be. 
The top football relsted news 
of the day came from the 4gers 
camp, where 13-year veteran 
offensive lineman Randy 
Cross announced he would 
retire following Sunday's 
game. 
"I can't fhink of a better 
time to do it, " Cross said. 
And San Francisco coach' 
Bill Walsh only fueled further 
speculation that this would be 
his final game when hesaid: 
"We will meet Monday or 
Tuesday to decide what the 
future holds." 
Franchise owner Edward 
DeBartolo, Jr., has said all 
week he expects Walsh to end 
his coaching career with 
Sunday's game. 
As the already long week 
S .. SUPER, Paga 24 
